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CHAPTER I
THE HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE JEWISH
DAY SCHOOL IN AMERICA
There are three distinct types of schools in America
in which Jewish children receive their Jewish education:

the

sunday school, the weekday afternoon school and the all-day
school.

The children enrolled iP the first two types of

schools receive their general education in the public schools,
while those attending the all-day school receive both their
Jewish and general education in the one school.
The origin of the day school in America can be traced
to colonial days.

In this sense, it can be referred· to as

the oldest type of Jewish school in America.

However, it is

essential that a distinction be made between the all-day
school as it existed in pre-public school days and as it
developed with the advent of free public education.
The first Jewish day school was established in New
York City in the year

1731~

It was typical of colonial

schools in that it offered both religious and general education under ecclesiastical auspices.

Its curriculum consisted

of Hebrew, English, Writing and Arithmetic. 1
1

Louis Nulman, The Parent and the Jewish Day School
(Scranton: Parent Study Press, 1956), p. 2.
l

·2

During the first half of the Nineteenth Century, the
number of day schools increased.

As the Jewish population in

the country grew and spread across the nation, new day schools
were organized in such cities as New York, Philadelphia,
Chicago, Baltimore, Albany, Boston and Cincinnati.

1

By 1860, however, the public schools had eliminated
sectarian religious teaching, and absorbed most of the students of the earlier day schools.

2

Jewish schools, then,

became concerned with Jewish education exclusively and the
afternoon weekday school became
intensive Jewish education.

~~~

dominant instrument of

As can be seen, the basis for

the first day schools was the existence of sectarian religious
teachings in other private and public schools of the time.
Once this sectarian religious teaching was eliminated, the
need for maintaining Jewish day schools was also eliminated.
Even though there were attempts to reestablish day
schools after this time, the obstacles against such attempts
were overwhelming.

First, the majority of Jews who lived in

America were newly arrived immigrants from Eastern Europe.
These immigrant Jews were strongly attracted to the idea of
public education.

As Garnoran states,

11

Thus the Russian Jew

who for years had been excluded from the educational institu1

J. H. Greenstone, 11 Jewish Education in the United
States," American Jewish Yearbook, Vol. XVI (Philadelphia:
Jewish Publication Society of America, 1914), p. 94.
2

Hyrnan B. Grinstein, The Rise of the Jewish Community
of New York:
1654-1860 (Philadelphia: Jewish Publication
Society of America, 1945), p. 244

3

. s of his native land found himself free to send his child
tJ.On
to public school, an opportunity that he seized and widely
used.

.. 1

second, the economic burdens of the immigrant were

so great that he could not see himself supporting a separate
school system.

In addition, the majority of Jewish educators

were against the idea of the day school.

One writer, for

example, expressed the anti-day school stand thusly:
What we want in this country is not Jews who can
successfully keep up their Jewishness in a few larger
ghettos, but men and women who have grown up in freedom
and can assert themselves wherever they are. A parochial
system of education among the Jews would be fatal to such
hopes. 2
,
In 1945, the day school movement began to grow anew.
The following statistics give some ideas as to how successful
the day school movement has been.

A report issued in 1955

indicated that there were 172 day schools in the United
States, located in 24 states and 70 cities with an enrollment of 30,000 students. 3
established since 1945.

About 80_per cent of them had been
The National Council of Torah Educa-

tion reputed that enrollment in Jewish day school systems increased twenty-fold in the decade 1950-1960. 4

A 1966 report

1

Emanuel Gamoran, Changing Conceptions in Jewish
Education (New York: Macmillan Co., 1924), II, 61.
2

samson Benderly, "Jewish Education in America,"
Jewish Education (reprinted from the Jewish Exponent, January
17, 1908), XX (Summer, 1949), 81.
3

Joseph Kaminetsky, "The Yeshiva Movement," The Young
Israel Viewpoint, XLIII (June-July, 1955), 18.
4

c. A. De Young and Richard Wynn, American Education
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1964), p. 156.

4
put out by Torah Umesorah, the National Society for Hebrew
hools, estimated the number of day schools at 330, with
DaY Sc
an enrollment of over 65,000 students.

1

Finally, a more recent and up-to-date report, issued
by Torah umesorah, places the number of day schools at 404,
with an enrollment of 80,300.

2

Included within this same

report is the following information:
(a} Every city in North America with a Jewish population of 7,500 or more has at least one day school.
(b) In addition, 19 out of 25 cities with a Jewish
population of 5,000-7,500 also have day schools
and there are at present 19 schools in the 110
Jewish Communities,in the 1,000-5,000 population
group.
(c) There are also six day schools which serve children
who are either physically handicapped or emotionally disturbed. All six of these schools are
located in the greater New York Metropolitan Area.
There have been various attempts to explain _the
phenomenal growth of the day school.

Duker observes that:

Religious life has been strengthened through the
inner institutional solidification of the different groups
which has taken place most intensively during the past
decade and which bids fair to continue for some years.
Certainly, orthodoxyl~s shown great progress in some
fields of youth education and youth day schools, their
establishment in many cities, the centralization of
orthodox educational institutions into a number of systems
• . . all these are evidences of solidarity. True, most
of the developments can be traced to refugee newcomers,
particularly since the outbreak of the war.
The new arrivals have shown great capacity not only for adjusting
1 11

Day Schools in the United States and Canada, ..
Torah Umesorah, 1966.
2

M. I. Feuerstein, 11 Tempo--The Day School World in
Action, .. ibid., V (June, 1972), 1

5

themselves rapidly to new American environment but also
for leadership in organizations and institutions.l
Chipkin states:
There are many parents who want an intensive Jewish
training for their children, They realize that the great
literary and religious heritage accumulated over the ages
can not be transmitted during the shortened hours of the
new congregational weekday school or Talmud Torah, nor
do they overlook the burdensome schedule of attending two
schools a day. They have therefore developed for themselves the private all-day school.2
Whatever the specific reason may be, the .growth of
the day school is an established fact and one which will have
great ramifications for Jewish education and the Jewish
religion.
Generally speaking, there are five types of all-day
schools.

3

The European all-day school is fashioned after the

European Yeshiva.

Most of the day is spent on Hebrew studies

with Yiddish as the spoken language.

This type of day school

is on the decline.
The "modern" all-day school tries to strike a balance
between the time allotted for both the Hebrew and general
studies.

Yiddish, English or Hebrew may be the language em-

played.

Here, again, those schools using Yiddish in their re-

ligious subjects are on the decline.
1

Abraham G. Duker, "On Religious Trends in American
Jewish Life," Yivo Annual of Jewish Social Sciences, IV
(1949), 58.
2

Torall S. Chipkin, "Jewish Education in the United
States at the Mid-Century," Religious Education, XLVIII
(September-October, 1953), 335.
3

Nulman, Parent and Jewish Day School, p. 7.

6

The "progressive" all-day school endeavors to integrate

both the Hebrew and general studies.

This is done by

alternating the subject matter in both departments.
The "national-secular" day school teaches most of the
Hebraic subjects in Yiddish and stresses "Hebraic-cultural
values" as opposed to religious ones.
Finally, the conservative movement, seeing the success
of the orthodox day school, has begun its own system of day
schools.

It is similar to the "modern" day school, the only

difference being that one is orthodox and the other conservative.
Salient Features of the Day School
The Jewish Day s·chool is both a private and religious
institution of learning. However, Jewish Day Schools are
not parochial schools as many people often refer to them.
There is no central authority in American Jewish life and
no focal binding human power in Jewish Day School education. The schools are not controlled, much less owned
and operated, by one central church or parish, as is
implied in the term parochial. The Jewish Day Schools
are communal schools. They.are distinct educational units,
founded and supported by autonomous, self-governing lay
boards.l
The above quote by Schiff, gives some insight into
the uniqueness of the Day School.

It would be a mistake to

think of this type of educational institution in the same
terms that one would think of parochial or religious schools

in general.

And this very same uniqueness can be found in all

aspects of day school education.

It is for this reason that

the remainder of this chapter is devoted to the structure and
1

Alvin I. Schiff, The Jewish Day School in Alnerica
(New York: Jewish Education Committee Press, 1966), p. 128~

7
and program of the Jewish Day School.
size of school and Enrollment

-

The average school is, by present urban school

standards, a small school.

The pupil population of individ-

ual institutions varies from relatively few children to more
than 1,300 pupils.

A breakdown of student enrollment accord-

ing to individual communities is presented in Table 1, for
the years 1966-67, 1969-70, and 1970-71.

1

This table repre-

sents the latest published figures analyzing day school growth
and enrollment.
There are obvious benefits that can be accrued from
a small school but on the other hand there are numerous
problems which must be overcome.

2

Most parents, however,

prefer the smallness of the school, and the individual attention which it affords their children.
Structure of School Program
All day schools offer a dual program of Judaic and
General Studies.

Included within the Judaic studies are

Talmud, Bible, Prophets and Hebrew.

The General Studies in-

elude Mathematics, Science, Social Studies, and Language Arts.
Subjects such as Art, Music and Physical Education are offered
on a once a week or twice a week basis. Most schools adhere to
1

Hillel Hochberg, "Trends and Developments in Jewish
Education," American Jewish Yearbook, Vol. LXXIII (New York:
Jewish Publication Society of America, 1972), p. 202.
2

Louis Nulman, "The Problems of the Small School,"
Jewish Parent,XIII (June, 1961), 1.

10
the following general schedule, with morning hours devoted to
Judaic studies, and the afternoon hours devoted to general
studies.

The classes usually begin at 9:00 and terminate

at 4:00.
The administrative structure varies somewhat from
school to school, but it usually follows a simple pattern.
small schools with an enrollment of 300 or less usually employ
one principal to administer both the Judaic and General
studies programs.

Larger schools tend to hire one principal

with two assistants, one assistant coordinating the Judaic
program and one coordinating the General Studies program.
Philosophical Principles of
Day School
As previously stated, each individual school is an
entity unto itself, governed by its own lay board.

There are

however, certain philosophical principles that all schools
adhere to.

Schiff, who has written the most comprehensive

study on day schools to date, lists these principles in clear
and simple language.
A.

They are as follows:

1

Preparation for Jewish Living
1.

To provide Jewish children with a Jewish environment during their formative years.

2.

To train Jewish youth to believe in and help
insure Jewish survival.

3.

To develop religiously observant Jews.

1 schiff, Jewish Day School, pp. 106-7.
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4.

To provide Jewish youth with rich and varied
opportunities for pleasurable experience in
Jewish living.

s.

To develop, in Jewish children, feelings of
kinship to, and responsibility for, the State
of Israel.

6.

To train Jewish scholars.

7.

To train Jewish youth who will be able to
assume professional and lay leadership in the
American Jewish community.

8.

To instill in Jewish youth the love of Torah
learning and desire to continue the study of
Judaism during their adult lives.

B.

P.ersonality Building
To help Jewish children to develop mentally,
·physically, emotionally and socially.

C.

Preparation for American Living
1.

To prepare Jewish children for living in a
democracy.

This includes preparation for good

citizenship, and the earning

of a livelihood

in the vocations and professions.
2.

To equip Jewish youth to promote the democratic
way of life.

3.

To give Jewish children the opportunity to
receive an enriched education.

Two comments should be made in regard to this listing
philosophical principles:

(A) These principles serve to

12
"te all day schools into one large cohesive educational

un~

system,

operating in the same manner irrespective of geo-

graphic location.

One can therefore visit day schools in any

part of these United States, and see similar schools striving
to accomplish similar aims and achievements.

(b) The day

school philosophy dictates that students be informed of both
their religious and national heritages.

The day school student

is expected to live as both a good Jew and as a good American.
The day school curricula therefore, strives for perfection in
both its Judaic and General Studies departments.
In concluding this chapter on the history and development of the Jewish Day School in America, the crucial concept
to note is the concept of perseverance.

In the face of much

adversity, and after two hundred and forty-three years of
existence, the Jewish Day School has finally been accepted
as the most successful vehicle for transmitting Jewish ideals
and values to the Jewish youth of today.

It has demonstrated

convincingly that it is the best way of combatting the corrosive effects of assimilation, while at the same time proving
to be the surest method of insuring American Jewry's creative
continuity and ability to enrich American life.

CHAPTER II
THE FINANCIAL PLIGHT OF THE JEWISH DAY SCHOOL
A recent article which appeared in a respected educational journal reported that in the estimation of most professional educators, the most serious problem facing public
education today is the problem of finances.

1

This same re-

port certainly holds true for Jewish day school education.
As Schiff states:
The greatest seemingly insurmountable problems of the day
school are budgetary.
These are rooted in the financial
needs of the Jewish Day School which are essentially twofold:
the capital expenditures and the operational budgets.
There has been a sharp increase in need for capital outlay
due to escalating enrollments on the elementary and secondary levels, and to the rise in per-pupil cost.2
An interesting item which appeared in the Jewish Press
focuses on the issue of finances in relation to day schools,
and gives some indication as to the magnitude of the problem.
The article stated that
Torah Umesorah,
the National Society for Hebrew Day
Schools met an unprecedented total of requests for loans
this year from 34 member schools (in nine states) • . • •
Originally, $250,000 in loans were requested, but due to
lack of funds, Torah Umesorah could only make $150,000
available.3
1

George H. Gallup, "Fourth Annual Gallup Poll of
Public Attitudes Toward Education," Phi Delta Kappan, September, 1972, pp. 33-47.
2

schiff, Jewish Day School, p. 170.

3

Samuel C. Fuerstein, "The President's Report,"
!._orah Umesorah, November, 1972, p. 6.
13

14
Perhaps the best way of indicating the financial burden
of the day school is an analysis of per-pupil costs, and how
these costs have risen over the years.

In 1962, Toubin,

using information provided by a sample of 40 schools with combined budgets of $3,016,058, estimated the mean annual perpupil cost to be $540.

1

Table 2 presents a more recent survey

of per-pupil costs for the year 1969-1970 and 1970-1971.

2

As can be seen, per-pupil costs appear to. have risen
from 1961-1962 to 1969-1970 at the approximate rate of 10 per
cent per year.

A similar rate of increase took place from

1969-1970 to 1970-1971 in all three population categories.
To offset these costs, the day school charges a tuition fee as shown in Table 3.

3

However, a comparison of the

mean tuition fees charged by day schools with the per-pupil
costs indicates that tuition fees cover only 50 per cent of
such costs.

The 1962 survey quoted above, found that the

actual income from tuition equaled about 40 per cent of the
costs.
In addition to this deficit which is caused by the
1 to 2 relationship of costs to tuition, it must be remembered
that only a small percentage of parents pay full tuition.
Partial, one-half, three-quarter and full scholarships are
1

Isaac Toubin, Surrunary and Interpretation of the
Study on Financing Jewish Day Schools and Related Factors
(New York: American Association for Jewish Education, 1962).

2
3

Hochberg, "Trends and Development," p. 206.
Ibid.

I

p. 220.
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TABLE 2.--Comparative Per-Pupil Costs, 1966/67-1970/71, in
· Day ~lementary and High Schools by Size of Jewish Community

' Size of
Jewish
Community
Less than 15,000
15,000-49 . 999
50,000 or more a

Total
a

Per-Pupil Cost

Enrollment
School
Year

Number of
Communities

Number of
Schools

Aggrega te

Mean Number
per School

Aggregate
Budget

1969/70
1970/71

34
35

35
36

3,536
3,598

101
100

$ 3,416,085
3,903,874

l9u9/70
1970/71

13
12

15
14

2,724
2,580

182
184

1969/70
1970/71

11
11

37
40

9,272
9,038

1969/70

58

87

1970/71

58

90

Does not include Greater
New York.

Mean

Range

966
1,085

$408-1,929
400-1,644

2,422,722

857
93 9

392-1,442
478-1,440

251
226

9,028,388
9,549,157

974
1,056

791-1,200
780-1;384

15,532

179

$14,779,541

$

952

$392-1,929

15,217

169

$15,875,753

$1,043

$

2,335,0~8

$400-1,644 .

TABLE 3.--Annual Tuition Fees in Communal, Independent and Congregational All-Day Schools

Median Fee Per Number
of Pupils in Family
Level
Kindergarten

One
$410

Three

Two
$

Range of Fee per Number of Pupils
per Family
One

Two

Three

800

$1,200

$150-1,050

$250-2,100

$200-3,150

Primary

550

1,100

1,550

250-1,220

400-2,440

525-3,660

Elementary

600

1,140

.11650

250-1,300

400-2,600

495-3,900

$650

$1,200

$1,800

$150-1,500

$300-3,000

$450-4,500

High School

,_.
-...]
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gran t e d by almost every school to needy parents.

1

To help eliminate the yearly deficit, most schools
employ the well-known and well-worn fund raising techniques,
such as the:

ad book and accompanying banquet, bazaar, yearly

rummage sale, semi-annual raffle, and end of year concert.
others operate a variety of business ventures, such as day
camps, rummage stores and weekly bingo.

And yet, the deficit

remains and grows from year to year.
Because of the financial plight of most day schools,
the issue of Federal Aid to

non-F~blic

schools has become one

of the real concerns of Jewish'Day School leaders.

The issue

is an involved one for there seem to be three opinions on the
(A) Federal Aid is an appropriate and valid solution

matter:

to the financial problems of the day school,

(B) Federal Aid

is a solution which is replete with problems, but it. is the
only solution possible,
to day schools, and the

(C) Federal Aid should not be given
financi~l

support for such institutions

should come from the Jewish community.

These various opinions

will be considered more fully later in this chapter.
At this point, however, a brief review of the larger
issue of Federal Aid to non-public schools under religious
auspices will be offered, so that the problem of governmental
assistance to Jewish schools will be understood.
"The position of the Government on Federal, State and
1

uriah z. Engleman, Jewish All Day Schools in the
United States (New York: American Association for Jewish
Education, 1953), p. 40.

19
Municipal levels is not unified on the matter of financial
assistance to non-public schools."

1

This is due to the fact

that
the federal constitution contains two clauses referring
to religion which sometimes are contradictory in interpretation, the establishment of religion clause and the
freedom of religion clause. Add to this interpretative
conflict the Tenth Amendment; powers not delegated to the
federal government are reserved to the states; the Fourteenth Amendment-due process clause, and congressional
action-authorization and restrictions of federal funding
for public and not public education, and we have the
formula for seething litigation in the overburdened
courts of today.2
Federal Court Decisions
A cursory examination of recent court decisions makes
it quite clear that the courts do not favor financial aid and
assistance to parochial schools.

And while it is possible

to quote some cases which indicate a favorable attitude on the
part of the court to such schools, the majority of these
decisions are based upon the "child benefit" theory, and not
upon school need.
On one occasion, the United States Supreme Court did
rule in favor of direct assistance to parents of children in
religious schools.

In 1908 (Quick Bear vs. Leupp) it declared

that Federal money may be granted to Indians for the education
of their children in Catholic Missionary Schools "because the
Government is necessarily undenominational, as it can not make
1

schiff, Jewish Day School, p. 174.

2
Arvin C. Bloome, "Trends and Trials," Nation's
Schools, LXXXVII (March, 1971), 53.

20
anY law respecting an establishment of religion or prohibiting
the free exercise thereof."

But this case becomes insignif-

icant when compared to the numerous times the courts have
voted against this issue.
Two examples will suffice to show the attitudes of
the courts in this matter.
(A) Purchase of services.--The Pennsylvania legislature believed that it had a responsibility to support the
20 per cent of the state's children attending non-public
schools, and that such support for education constituted a
public welfare purpose.

They therefore approved legislation

allowing the state to enter into contracts with parochial
schools for the purchase of secular educational services.
These included teacher salaries, textbooks and instructional
materials.

The Lemon vs. Kurtzman case was brought to block

these expenditures on the grounds that they violated constitutional requirements for the separation of church and state.
A United States district court, by a two-one decision,
dismissed the suit, holding that the plaintiff's lacked standing as parties to the suit.

The United States Supreme Court

however, overruled the district court, holding that the
Pennsylvania legislation was indeed in violation of the churchstate doctrine.

(A similar case, The DiCenso decision voted

against the constitutionality of Rhode Island's program of
supplements to the salaries of non-public school teachers.)

21
(B) Tax credits.--On June 25, 1973, in a landmark
decision with far-reaching implication, the United States
supreme Court (Pearl vs. Nyquist) struck down four basic types
of aid to non-public education:

(1) small grants to parents

paying tuition at non-public schools,
tions for tuition-paying parents,

(2) income tax reduc-

(3) payments to inner-city

non-public schools to help maintain health and safety facilities,

(4) payments to non-public schools as reimbursement

for the costs of maintaining certain records mandated by the
State and of administering tests

~o

students.

Considering the implications of these decisions it
seems quite fair to state that the odds are running against
State financial aid to non-public schools.
Federal Legislation
The Federal Government legislated both for and against
granting money to religious schools.

Among the laws passed

by Congress ·in favor of religious institutions are:
(a)

Land grants given to George Washington University
(a Baptist institution) in 1832, and to Georgetown University (a Catholic college), in 1833.

(b)

The National Defense Education act providing
loans to Parochial schools for improving the
teaching of science, mathematics and foreign
languages.

(c)

The Higher Education Facilities Act authorizing
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$1,200,000 in grants and loans to public and
private colleges and universities.
Congressional opposition to governmental aid was expressed in the defeat of the Benton Bill (1838) to grant
Federal land to St. Louis University, a Catholic institution.
In 1897, the Congress established an umbrella policy regarding
Federal assistance to religious institutions.

This ruling

stated that the Federal government "shall make no appropriation
whatever for education in any sectarian school."
State Legislation
On the state level, both sides of the issue have received staunch support and vehement opposition.

New York has

traditionally favored some form of State Aid to parochial
schools.

As early as 1795, the Common School Act provided

that financial assistance be granted to all denominational
schools be they Protestant, Catholic or Jewish.

Between 1795

and 1815, Union College, a Presbyterian school, received a
total of $350,000 from the State.

In 1811, New York provided

funds for the religious school sponsored by Congregation
Searith Israel in New York City.

A half-century later, in

1857 New York State awarded $25,000 each to a Baptist school
(University of Rochester) and to a Universalist college (St.
Lawarence University).

Today, New York provides free trans-

portation to children in church-related schools. 1
1

The present New York Constitution prohibits state
aid to parochial schools, based upon the Blaine Amendment,
which was passed in the latter part of the nineteenth
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Other states, on the other hand, have taken an opposite
view on the question of financial assistance to non-public
schools.

Two decisions rendered by state courts in 1961

bear out this negative feeling on the issue of direct aid.
The Vermont State Supreme Court (Swart vs. South Burlington
Town School District) declared unconstitutional the tuition
payments made by towns without high schools to Catholic secondary schools in neighboring cities.

In Alaska, the State

supreme Court prohibited the use of public funds for bus
transportation of pupils to

paroc~ial

schools.

The Jewish View
One interesting reaction to this problem of churchstate relations, emphasizes the dichotomy between Jewish
tradition and Jewish experience.

Rubenstein, a well known

philosopher and theologian states that
nothing within Jewish tradition favors the separation of
the religious and political orders. Nevertheless, everything within Jewish experience does. Were there none but
Jews in America and were there a unanimity of Jewish
assent in religious matters, there would probably be no
separation. As long as America remains a multi-ethnic
and multi-religious community, there can be no equitable
alternative to political neutrality in religious affairs.l
century. A recent attempt to pass a new constitution failed,
primarily due to a clause favoring aid to religious institutions. New York does, however, provide free bus transportation, and free textbooks to students attending church-related
schools.
1

Richard L. Rubenstein, "Church and State: The Jewish
Posture," Religion and the Public Order, ed. by Donald Giannella,
The Institute of Church and State, Villanova University School
of Law (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1964), pp. 147-69.
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The same writer, expressing his opinion on Federal Aid
had this to say:
I do not see how I am taxed doubly because I elected to
reject the system which this city of Pittsburgh offers me
and chose another method of educating my children.
The city of Pittsburgh has an obligation to offer my
children educational facilities.
I have an obligation
as a taxpayer to pay my share of the cost of these facilities. My obligations as a taxpayer do not cease when I
elect an alternative for my children. I fail to see how
multiplication changes the problem.
Parochial schools
are private schools. They are the result of millions of
private decisions. It is agreed that every parent has the
right to educate his own child. It is not, however, the
duty of the state to subsidize every decision. Public
funds must only be available for use in publicly-controlled
educational institutions.l
The majority of organiz~d Jewish groups oppose Federal
Aid, while most day school adherents have generally taken a
strong positive stand on this subject.

The following section

will contain the various reasons given in support of, and in
opposition to, Federal Aid.
Reasons Given in Support
of Federal Aid
The reasons generally given for favoring governmental
support are:
The day schools are in dire need of financial
~)
help.
{B)
There is no real separation of church and state
in the United States, which is, in reality, a
Christian-Protestant country. For example, we
have the reference to 'one nation under God' in
the pledge of allegiance; sessions of Congress
are opened with prayers etc.
{C)
Federal aid is already being granted, directly
or indirectly, to religious institutions. These
establishments enjoy tax-exemptions. Contributions to churches, synagogues and religious schools
of all types are entirely tax-deductible. Religious
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(D)

(E)

schools receive aid in the form of government
surplus foods and cash lunch grants. In many
states day school pupils benefit from free transportation and, in some states, they received free
textbooks.
Federal aid will be used only for the secular
departments of the Jewish Day Schools. As such,
no direct support will be provided to the religious studies programs.
Should all the Catholic parochial schools, the
various Protestant religious day schools, and the
Jewish day schools close down and their children
enroll in public schools, an educational crisis
of great proportion would occur. The presently
over-crowded public schools would be· totally
unequipped to absorb the pupils of the all-day
religious schools. The American taxpayer would
then have to pay substantially higher school
taxes for additional facilities, supplies and
personnel.l

Reasons Given in Opposition
to Federal Aid
Among the various reasons given in opposition to
Federal aid are the following:
(A)

According to a declaration of the Supreme Court,

neither a state nor the Federal government can pass laws
which aid one religion, aid.all religions, or prefer one
religion over another.
In our country religion can become established by such financial aid to one or more
sects as would permit one of such sects by reason of the
number of its adherents to become more powerful than the
others.2
(B)

The general public should not be charged with

the maintenance of a religious school
because its operation has become financially burdensome
for those who conceive the need for the school.3
1

schiff, Jewish Day School, pp. 177f.

2

Sydney C. Orlofsky, "Aid to Secular Education,"
Jewish Exponent, October 18, 1963, p. 21.
3

Ibid.
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(C)

The granting of Federal aid to religious schools

may initiate other governmental intervention in the operation
of religious institutions.
(D)

No American should be obliged to contribute to the
support of a religion in which he does not believe.
Federal aid to religious schools would make us do
just this thing.
The responsibility for religious training must not
be relinquished to a public agency.l

(E)

Obligations of Jewish Community
And yet, after all has been said and done, it appears
that the resolution of means for supporting the Jewish day
schools lies within the Jewish community itself.

If the day

school movement is to survive, then the support necessary to
insure its viability and survival must come from the Jewish
community through its major fund-raising arm, the Jewish
Federation.

And though the educational needs of the community

are far from being the number one priority of the federation
as far as distribution of funds ·are concerned, Tables 4 and 5
show that the day schools do benefit from communal resources. 2
And so, the quest for monies continues so that the
day school can compete, educationally, with other private and
public schools.

It is possible to dream of the day when

finances will become an insignificant problem, but such a day
seems far into the future.

It would seem that a wiser approach

to the financial problem of the day school is to analyze the
1 schiff, Jewish Day School, pp. 179f.
2

Hochberg, "Trends and Developments," pp. 208-10.

TABLE 4.--Allocations to Local All-Day Schools by Federations and Welfare Funds Outside
New York City: Percentage of School Budgets Subvened, 1969/70 and 1970/71

Size of
Jewish
Community

Percentage of
Budget Subsidized
School
Year

Number of
Communities

Number of
Schools

Aggregate
Budget

Less than 15,000 1969/70
1970/71

30
30

31
31

$ 2,982,775
3,387,674

15,000 to 39,999 1969/70
1970/71

11
9

13
11

40,000 and overa 1969/70
1970/71

8
10

1969/70
1970/71

Aggregate
Allocation
$

Mean

Range

339,175
393,206

11.4
11.6

0.6-30.3
1.0-41.8

2,083,068
2,015,099

301,918
293,894

14.5
14.6

2.2-54.0
2.0-52.6

28
32

5,947,831
8,041,837

887,893
1,100,636

14.9
13.7

3.0-40.5
2.8-40.5

49

72

$11,013,674

$1,528,986

13.9

0.6-54.0

49

74

$13,444,610

$1,787,736

13.3

1.0-52.6

Total

aDoes not include Greater New York.·
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TABLE 5.--Allocations to Local All-Day Schools by Federat.~·· -
and Welnare Funds Outside New York City: Per-Pupil Subsid
•
1969/70 and 1970/71

Per-Pupil Subsidy

Size of
Jewish
Community

School
Year

Less than 15,000
15,000 to

39~999

40,000 and over

a

Number of
Communities

Aggregate
Enrol lment

1969/70
. 1970/71

32
31

33
32

3, 158
3, 150

1969/70
1970/71

11
11

13
13

1969/70
1970/71

8
10

1969/70
1970/71

Aggregate
Allocation
$

Mean

Range

341,600
397,206

$108.17
126,10

$ 5.29-400.00
9.85-786.70

2,3 60
2, 453

301,918
336,282

127.93
137.09

16.88-544-35
17.20-507.12

28
32

6, 297
7, 589

887,893
1,100,636

141.00
145.03

34.58-353.40
10.71-403.29

51

74

11, 815

$1,531,411

$129.62

$ 5.29-544.35

52

77

13,1 92

$1,834,124

$139.03

$ 9.85-786.70

Totals

aDoes not include Greater New York.
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cost quality relationship, and to determine where the monies
now on hand will do the best job possible.

CHAPTER III
THE COST QUALITY RELATIONSHIP IN EDUCATION--A REVIEW
OF THE RELATED LITERATURE
The cost quality relation in education has intrigued
educators since 1920 when Leonard P. Ayres sought a factual
answer to the question:

11

Does more money buy better schools? 11

Since then, hundreds of investigators have asked this question in various forms and have,sought objective answers to it.
It is obvious, from all of the research which has been
done in this area, that the cost-quality relationship is not
a simple one to determine.

The main reason for this seems to

be a lack of unanimity on what constitutes quality

~ducation.

Most people want to step up the quality of education in the
United States, but they vigorously disagree on what quality
education is and how it may be achieved.
Some research studies, for example, have defined school
quality in such terms as type and number of teachers employed,
adequacy of instructional materials and amount of schooling
provided.

A second group of investigators has measured the

extent to which level of school expenditure and scores on
pupil achievement tests are related; while yet a third type
of approach assumes that to test the inner essence of educational quality, one must go into the school system and care-
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fully observe what is going on there.

Such questions as:

(a)

What are the purposes of the school program?

(b)

Is the environment of the school system and of
the classrooms conducive to optimum learning?

(c)

Are such fundamental ends as the development of
individual pupil initiative and the ability to
think, consciously and effectively being pursued?

This chapter will review the important research which
has been done in this crucial area of cost-quality, and consider many of the important factors affecting it.
According to Norton,

1

there are seven major questions

concerning the cost-quality relationship in education, around
which all studies in the field may be organized.
The seven questions are as follows:
(A)

Do we get teachers with more preparation, and
better instructional materials, by spending more
money for schools?

(B)

Do pupils make higher scores on standard tests
of the three R's in elementary schools and in
high-school academic subjects in high expenditure
as compared with low expenditure school systems?

(C)

Do communities which spend more per pupil get
schools with educational programs and procedures
which take better account of the needs of society

1 John K. Norton, Dimensions in School Finance (Washington, D.C.: National Education Association, 1966), pp. 35-40.
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and of the findings of psychological research?
(D)

Is there a point of diminishing educational returns in increasing the level of school expenditure?

(E)

Is there a relationship between school quality
and level of expenditure for certain small expense items in a school budget?

(F)

What is the relation of school quality to high
and low school expenditure over a period of years?

(G)

Do people in states of high expenditure for
schools rank higher in educational achievement
and earning capacity?

By dealing with each question individually, and
citing the studies which have been done on that particular
query, it is possible to present a comprehensive over-view of
this important area of school administration.
(A)

Do we get teachers.with more preparation, and
better instructional material, by spending more
money for schools?

Early research in the field indicated that, indeed,
higher expenditures secure a higher quality of personnel, and
improved instructional materials.

Such esteemed educational

authors as Ayres, 1 Ferrel 2 and Mort 3 were among those whose
l

Leonard P. Ayes, An Index Number of State School
Systems (New York: Russell Sage Foundation,
2

Doctor T. Ferrell, ~R~e~l~a~t~l~·o~n~~B~e~t~w~~~~~~~~~~~

3 Paul Mort, The Financing of the
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writings pointed out these relationships.
The problem with these early studies, however, was
the built-in assumption that such factors as better teachers
and improved educational instructional materials automatically
produce better educational returns.

While it is true for ex-

ample that more money secures teachers with more experience
and preparation, it is not necessarily true that teachers with
more experience secure higher educational returni.
Fortunately, however, there has been research done
on this question which takes educdtional returns into account.
The following is a review of this important research:
Shelley

1

did a study on thirty-nine schools in South

Carolina to determine the relationship between eight controllable factors which were assumed to affect quality and
three quality measures.
The three criteria used for school quality were:
ratings based on the Evaluative.Criteria--1950 Edition, holding power, and a jury of state supervisors.
The eight factors used were:
1.

average teacher salary

2.

teacher certification

3.

scope of the educational program

Maine (Augusta: Maine School Finance Commission, 1934).
1 H.

w. Shelley, "An Analysis of the Relationship
Between Eight Factors and Three Measures of Quality in ThirtyNine South Carolina Secondary Schools" (unpublished Ph.D.
dissertation, University of Florida, 1957).
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4.

school size

5.

quality of school administration

6.

condition of plant facilities

7.

socio-economic level of the community

8.

amount of money spent in the school for instruction per teacher.

Shelley found that the scope of the educational program
and the calibre of the administrative leadership appeared to
be the two most important factors affecting school quality.
School size, teacher certification and salary were also important factors, and contributed greatly toward school quality.

Socio~economic

status of the school community and condi-

tion of plant facilities. were insignificant in their relationship to school quality.

Shelley suggested that the weak

relationship between school quality and these two factors
was due to the fact that South Carolina schools receive about
65 per cent of their financial support from state sources,
thereby reducing the impact of local community support, and
that the multi-million dollar rebuilding and equalization
program started in 1951 reduced the importance of school plant
on quality of the schools.
Simpson, 1 in a related study done on sixty-seven school
districts in Michigan, investigated the interrelationships
of fifty variables which have been found to be related to
1 R. J. Simpson, "Selected Relationships Among Reported Expenditures and Programs in Metropolitan School
District" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Wayne State University, 1961).
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educational quality.

Factor analysis was used to identify

relationships of correlation coefficients which were established for these variables.

Simpson found that expenditure

level for education accounted for 40.1 per cent of the total
variation measured among the sixty-seven districts.
cost measure was the instruction account.

The best

Over $240 per

student (1959 level) invariably indicated an adequate school
program, while less than $200 indicated the opposite program
type.

Sparse-rural type districts tended to spend less and

have definitely inferior programs as compared to more urban
districts.
Among the other factors found by Simpson to be highly
indicative of quality were:
teachers salaries,

(a) per-pupil expenditures for

(b) expenditures for program enrichment

and (c) average level of staff preparation.
As can be seen, therefore, from these studies, the
answer

to question No. 1 has to be answered in the affirmative.

More money in addition to other benefits, seems to secure
teachers with more preparation and better instructional materials, producing a higher quality of education.
(B)

Do pupils make higher scores on standard tests
of the three R's in elementary school and in
high-school academic subjects in high expenditure as compared with low expenditure school
systems?

Several major studies have been done in this area,
indicating a positive relationship between cost and standard-
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ized tests results.

Three of these studies will be cited.

Grace and Moe,

1

in connection with the Regents Inquiry

into the Character and Cost of Public Education in the State
of New York, reported briefly on a study of the reiationship
between cost and quality of education.

Forty-three school

systems were graded on a five-point scale of educational rank
which was based on an examination of test results, school
visitation, and other evidence.

The report is elusive as to

what tests or criteria were used.

The authors just state that

"the procedure is less objective than might be desired but
it represents a careful consideration of the diverse factors
that determine a school's quality."

2

Results of the study indicate that "High educational
efficiency is not achieved without high expenditure, but many
districts have high costs and distinctly inferior returns." 3
The study showed that schools with average educational results
were inclined to spend at the average, and low-cost schools
were also generally low-achievement schools.
In addition, Grace and Moe made the following observations:
{A)

The best schools were high expenditure schools
because they paid high salaries rather than because they had small classes.

1

A. Grace and G. Moe, State Aid and School Costs (New
York: McGraw-Hill, 1938), pp. 324-29.
2

Ibid., p. 324.
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(B)

High cost small districts tended to get poor
results.

(C)

It is much better to have large classes with
good teachers than to have small classes with
inadequately trained teachers.

Bloom,

1

in a study entitled "The 1955 Normative Study

of the Tests of General Educational Development" examined the
level of achievement attained by senior students in their
last two months of high school, using the General Educational
Development, a test developed by the United States Air Force
Institute.
Bloom, on the basis of his research in this area, came
to several significant conclusions:
1)
2)

3)

The national level of educational competence as
measured by the Tests of General Educational Development has risen significantly from 1943 to 1955.
The States vary considerably in the performance of their
high school seniors on the different tests.
The differences are so great that high school graduates from
the lowest states are at a disadvantage in any educational situation in which they are competing with the
graduates of the secondary schools from the highest
states.
The differences undoubtedly have economic,
social, and cultural consequences.
The differences in the median level of performance
on the General Educational Development tests of
Seniors from the different states are related to the
extent to which financial support is given to education, the level of education of the adult population,
and the extent to which young people make use of existing educational facilities.2
1

Benjamin Bloom and Charles Statler, "The 1955 Normative Study of the Tests of General Educational Development,"
School Review,LXIV (March, 1956), 110-24.
2

Ibid.
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In a more recent, yet related study, Ralph Jantze

1

conducted a study of Nebraska high schools to determine if
academic achievement was related to size of school enrollment,
current expenditure per-pupil, and accreditation by the
Nebraska State Department of Public Instruction.
Iowa Tests of Educational Development scores for a
standardized achievement test battery from forty-six Nebraska
secondary schools were used as a measure of criteria in this
research.

Differencesin aptitude of students were statistically

controlled.
Jantze's research produced the following conclusions:
(a)

Scholastic achievement in the basic school subjects is greatest when per-pupil expenditures are
the greatest, except in some cases where small
enrollment results in higher per-pupil -costs.

(b)

Scholastic achievement in the basic school subjects within the limits of the sample increases
as enrollment increases up to a point, somewhere
between an enrollment of four hundred and an enrollment of seven hundred and ninety-nine, and.
then decreases.

These three studies seem to indicate that question
No. 2 can also be answered in the affirmative.
1

It appears that

R. D. Jantze, "An Analysis of the Relationship of
Accreditation, Finance and Size of Nebraska High Schools to
Scholastic Achievement" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation,
University of Nebraska Teachers College, 1961).
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finances and the expenditure of school funds does have a
positive affect upon the standard scores achieved by pupils
in their academic subjects.
(C)

Do communities which spend more per pupil get
schools with educational programs and procedures
which take better account of the needs of society
and of the findings of psychological research?

In 1938, Mort and Cornell

1

reported on a study of

educational cost and quality, based on thirty-six Pennsylvania
communities.

The primary concern of this study was to in-

vestigate the relationship between expenditure level and the
tendency of school systems to take on new practices.

The use

of the Mort-Cornell Guide for Self-Appraisal of School Systems
as an instrument for measuring the extent to which school
systems have taken on changes in educational practices presented a refinement which made it possible to investigate
certain critical points of expenditure.
An analysis of eight adaptations, changes in school
practices in response to social change and new psychological
discoveries, showed that six of these were first introduced
in schools of high expenditure levels.

Practices which in-

valved additional costs to a school system tended to spread
more rapidly and readily among high expenditure communities.
It also appeared that high expenditure contributed to educa1

Paul Mort and Francis Cornell, American Schools in
Transition (New York: Teachers College, Columbia University,
1941), pp. 167-95.
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tional improvement because it made possible the employment of
superior personnel.

In addition, there was a positive correla-

tion between the factor of increased cost and the amount of
community opposition to a new educational device.

The report

noted that such resistance could be expected to be at a minimum
where the public understanding of new ideas had been developed.
Mort and Cornell made the following observations regarding schools at different levels of quality:
A)

Low level schools were described as being a
generation behind

tj~e,

in that they were highly

regimented and structured.
B)

Middle level schools were still using somewhat
older educational practices, but with some
adaptation to individual needs.

C)

High level schools were experimenting and inventing.

Instead of just modifying older educa-

tional practices, they.were incorporating new
modes of instruction.

There was evidence of con-

tact between the school and the non-school publicevidence that there was close cooperation in a
two way channel.

The course of study tended to

be suited to the individual needs of the pupils
and also the social life of the community.

1

In a connected study, Mort reported on the structure
and operation of the Rhode Island public school system.

1 Ibl'd ., p. 182.

The
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title of the study was 11 Results of Field Studies on Returns
for Money Spent, .. and was published in 1941.

1

The instrument

used for measuring educational quality was again the Mortcornell Guide for Self-Appraisal of School Systems.

Of the

schools studied, twelve were spending an average of $54,
thirteen were averaging $72, and thirteen were averaging $89
per pupil.
The Rhode Island study describes the typical school
at each level, in great detail.

In the low expenditure group,

the teacher was the class leader.
mainly confined to the classrooms.

Educational activity was
Some attention was paid to

thehealth of the individual child, but little attention was
paid to other aspects of individual differences.
plant and equipment might be rated adequate.

The physical

Special teachers

were lacking.
In the school of middle expenditure, the curriculum
was somewhat broader and the teacher showed some evidence of
being an observer and guide to the growth of individuals.
There was also some advisory assistance in meeting the individual's needs.
In the high expenditure schools, the teacher was one
who observed individuals and guided them along the path of
best development.

The teacher was aided in this task by

111 Results of Field Studies on Returns for Money Spent, ..
Schools for Our Children (Providence: Commission on the Legal
Structure of Rhode Island Public Education, 1941), Chap. V,
pp. 57-98
0
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specialists.

In addition, the school program was integrated

with the community program of activities.
And though Mort concludes the study by indicating that
school quality is positively related to expenditure, he does
note, however, that the high expenditure school in Rhode
Island was deficient in the items of classroom instruction,
special services for individual pupils, educational leadership,
physical facilities, and business management.

In other words,

the $89 school in 1940 did not have all of the best practices
known to educational theorists at that time.

There were

schools in other states who wer,e spending over $200 per pupil,
offering the finest educational techniques known.
These two studies by Mort give testimony to the fact
that expenditure is related, in a positive manner to educational programs which employ the findings of psychol?gical
research, and which take the needs of society into account.
It is therefore possible to conclude that question number
three can b~ answered in the afiirmative. 1
(D)

Is there a point of diminishing educational returns in increasing the level of school expenditure?

1 Morts analysis of the cost quality relationship in
education can perhaps best be seen from the following statement, written by Ivlort as an introduction to L. H. Woollatt's
study entitled "The Cost Quality Relationship on the Growing
Edge." States Mort:
"This Monograph gives additional weight
to the steadily increasing evidence that the availability of
money is of great importance if we wish to provide good
schools. The report orients the present study in the stream
of investigations of educational returns for money spent.
It
supplements past studies and shows the worth of spending relatively large amounts per pupil."
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Several studies, including the one cited above by Mort
on the Rhode Island school, have dealt with this question in

.

some form or another.

Perhaps the best source to quote on

this query is the study done by Woollatt.

1

Woollatt's study, entitled "The Cost-Quality Relationship on the Growing Edge" discusses the four phases of
educational quality as measured by the Growing Edge, an instrument developed by Mort, and their relationship to cost.
four phases are:

The

Basic skills, knowledge, aptitude, and be-

havior.
After analyzing the numerous correlations and connections between the various factors being studied, Woollatt
states:
Up to $155, per pupil improvement occurs in all four
phases, with the advantage going to the measure of special
aptitude. From $155-$185per pupil, basic skills and areas
of knowledge are slightly improved although the latter
forms a plateau to $170. In the same range from $155$185, schools lose out on the measures of special aptitudes
and behavior patterns. At $185 per child, special aptitudes
and behavior continue to increase in quality with no sign
of diminution even at the highest expenditure level recorded.
In the upper range, basic skills ~nd areas tend
to increase, but the basic skills phase fa!ls off from
$195 to $225, while the areas of knowledge measure falls
away at $220. At $225 per pupil critical point, all
measures are on the increase with the exception of the
teaching of the areas of knowledge.2
1 L. H. Woollatt, The Cost Quality Relationship on the
Growing Edge (New York: Teachers College, Columbia University,
1949), pp. 30-65.
2 It should again be pointed out that these figures
were relevant at the time of this study.
Today, per-pupil
expenditures are much higher, often in excess of $1,000 perstudent. Regardless of the figure, the cost-quality relationship would remain constant.
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Looking beyond the limits of this study to even higher
levels of expenditure, certain predictions may be made.
A study of adaptability indicates that, for the schools of
the Metropolitan School Study Council membership, it takes
about twenty-five years for a good practice to spread
through most of the schools. Consequently, we can expect
that there will be improved practices as time goes by.
There are also higher levels of expenditure in view.
These
higher levels will be due to schools attempting to meet
the needs revealed by the stress of the war and postwar
periods. Assuming higher levels of expenditure, we may
predict that such increased expenditure will result in increased quality in the areas of special aptitudes and developing behavior patterns. The increases in the area of
basic skills in the upper expenditure schools of the present
study may indicate that this field of learning can be expected to yield improved practices at higher expenditure
levels. The teaching of areas of knowledge seems also to
show general improvement. T~s discovery and spread of
new practices in teaching the knowledge fields are being
reported even now in current Council investigation.
Just as we have seen that there is a general increase
in the quality of schools as cost increases so it is evident that there is a general increase in skills, knowledge
fields, special aptitudes, and behavior patterns.
In
these specific phases there are variations between intermediate critical points of expenditure, but the general
picture is one of increasing expenditure accompanied by
increasing quality.
Spending more to get more i·s established as an axiom in preparing school budgets.l
As can be seen, Woollatt's study strongly suggests
that increasing the level of school expenditure ultimately
leads to increases in the educational returns offered by the
school.

And though, theoretically, there may be a point of

diminishing returns, a point beyond which increased financial
support will yield little or no further educational returns,
this study, a classic in the field, suggests that the point
had not been reached in school systems at the top level of
expenditure in the United States. 2
1
2

rbid., pp. 64f.

woollatt's study carefully controls for such important
variables as community size and wealth, and for socio-economic
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(E)

Is there a relationship between school quality
and level of expenditure for certain small-expense items in a school budget?

Two studies by Brickell and Bathwell, seem to emphasize the importance of discrimination in allocation of
budgetary items.

Apparently certain small expenditures count

larger in advancing school quality than might be expected,
considering their relatively small amount.
(F)

l

What is the relationship of school quality to
high or low school expenditure over a period of
years?

A study was done by Furno

2

to determine the relation-

ship between expenditure level over a twenty-five year period
and the quality of education as measured by the Growing Edge.
Emphasis was placed on determining the length of time it takes
for a change in expenditure policy to result in changes in the
school.
Data collected in 1945 were used in forty-eight school
systems in the Metropolitan School Study communities.

Current

expenditure for each of the twenty-five years was used to determine expenditure level.
conditions within the community.
By using a regression adjustment technique, developed by Pierce, to equalize community differences, Woollatt suggests that the results of his study will
be the same, regardless of the nature of the community.
1 Norton, Dimensions in School Finance, p. 37.
2

o. Furno, "The Projection of School Quality from Expenditure Level" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Columbia
University, 1956).
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Furno found that the cost quality relationship was
cumulative.

The maintenance of a high expenditure level over

a period of years has "powerful influence upon the type and
quality of education children will receive in a school district
for the subsequent decade."

1

In addition, Furno states that "if the expenditure
level is high, chances are good that superior teachers will be
employed and retained for a number of years.

On the other

hand, if the expenditure level is low, the chances of employing and retaining superior qualifi=d teachers are diminished."
(G)

Do people in states of high expenditure for
schools rank higher in educational achievement
and earning capacity?

Bowyer's study, reported in 1948, gives an affirmative
answer to this, the last of the seven questions cited.

3

Bowyer first grouped all states according to total
income.

He then divided them according to the monies which

they allocated to education.

He discovered that states that

gave more money to education increased in total income by
over 150 per cent, while those that gave less money for education decreased in total income by 100 per cent.

Bowyer con-

eluded, therefore, that high expenditure states in terms of
school allocations rank substantially higher than low-expenditure states in educational achievement and in earning
power.
1

3

Ibid., p. 47.

2

rbid.

I

p. 48.

B. Bowyer, Measuring the Economic Value of Education
to the States (Washington, D.C.: American Educational Research
Assoc1at1on, 1948).

2
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Bowyer's study confirmed earlier findings by Norton
and Lawler.

1

It is important to note that Bowyer's study dealt with
the economic value of education, in which education is measured
in terms of future economic productivity.
While Bowyer's study researched the economic value of
education to the States, several studies, primarily those by
Schultz

2

and Becker,

3

have researched the relationship between

level of educational attainment and economic success.

Schultz,

for example, estimated that the rate of return on investment,
including income forgone, in elementary education was 35 per
cent, in high school 10 per cent, and in college 11 per cent.
In addition, Schultz estimated that investment in education accounted for from 36 to 70 per cent of the previously unexplained
increase in national income.

Similarly, Becker, in his study,

found that at 9 per cent, such investment was in line with
alternative investments.

As can be seen, both of these

studies show the importance of education in terms of investment, indicating that a strong positive correlation exists
between an individual's lifetime earnings, and his educational achievement.
1

J. Norton and E. Lawler, Unfinished Business in
American Education (Washington, D.C.: American Council on
Education, 1946).
2

Theodore Schultz, "Education and Economic Growth,"
Social Forces Influencing American Education, Sixtieth Year~
book of The National Society for the Study of Education,
Part II (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1961).
3

Gary Becker, "Underinvestment in College Education,"
American Economic Revue, L (May, 1960), 2.
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~he

conclusion:
cost and

above cited studies all seem to point to one main
that there is a positive relationship between·-;

educational quality.

even more credence by Norton,

This relationship is given

1

')
1

who lists the following nin;J

points o£ analysis.

l.

There is a factual basis for dealing with the
relationship between quality in education and its level
of cost.
It is no longer necessary to deal with this
critical question solely on the basis of unsupported
opinion.
2. The cost-quality relationship in education is
not a simple one.
I t involves a number of complex matters such as what
is quality in education, how quality is to be measured,
and special circumstances in different communities which
condition the percentage of each school dollar that can
be focused directly on instruction.
3. The evidence now available as to the relationship
of level of per-pupil expenditure to the quality of education found in a school system is neither final nor complete.
It is, however, highly significant.
I t must be taken into account by those who would consider this important question on a rational and objective
basis as opposed to one of individual opinion or prejudice.
4. A higher quality education is generally provided
in school systems which spend larger amounts per pupil;
lower quality education is generally provided in school
systems which spend smaller amounts per pupil.
This conclusion is overwhelmingly supported by available factual studies of the cost-quality relationship.
'
5. Money is not everything in achieving quality edu~ cation in a community; more money does not automatically
l produce better schools.
Doubtless , the presence or absence of factors other
than money also have their effect on the educational quality of a school system. The effect of money in permitting
the employment of superior teachers is greatly lessened,
if not lost altogether, in a community which permits political favoritism to prevail over proper methods of teacher
selection and improvement. The effectiveness of excellent
teachers will be lessened if the community attitude toward
the value of education is low and if parents and people in
general give pupils little incentive to do good work in
school and to remain in school. Factors reflecting the
l

Norton,

Dimensions in School Finance, pp. 38-40.

so
cultural status of a community including its level of educational achievement, its appreciation of the value of
education, and its understanding of what good education
is, are powerful in achieving quality education. They
rank close to amount of money spent per pupil in their
relation to quality of schools.
Divisive factions in a community may waste energy in
meaningless quarreling about the schools. Under such conditions no clear mandates either from the community or
from its board of education as to school policy and program
are developed. Whatever is done is condemned, teacher
morale is lowered, and efforts at administrative leadership are futile.
.
When such negative factors lower the .effectiveness of
a schoql system, they may be more powerful in reducing
educational quality than high expenditure is in increasing
it, if per-chance such expenditure is provided.
6. Educational quality generally increases, as
-~meas~£ed in terms which research workers have employed
) thus far, as per-pupil expenditure increases.
This is true whether educational quality is defined in
terms of better teachers, school facilities, and amount
of schooling; whether quality is defined as scores made on
tests of the three R's and related skills.by ·pupils in
elementary schools and scores made on tes~s of academic
subjects by pupils in high schools; whether quality is
defined in terms of educational programs and procedures
which take account of the changing needs of our society
and of the findings of psychological research; or whether
quality is defined in several or all of the above terms.
7. Specifically, when communities spend more money
~
on their schools, they generally are able to employ and do
employ more and better teachers. They are able to and do
provide better materials and other aids· to good teaching.
They get better teaching. The amount of schooling provided
is greater because longer school terms are maintained.
There is better attendance and youths remain in school
longer. Higher scores on achievement tests are made both
in the three 11 r's 11 in elementary school and on academic
tests in high school. And the quality of the educational
program as a whole and of teaching procedures is generally
rated higher by trained observers in the higher-expenditure
school systems.
All the foregoing evidences of superior quality in
education are not found in all high-expenditure school
systems, but they are found more often in high-than in lowexpenditure districts. Some of them are largely or wholly
absent in low-expenditure schools.
It appears that, other things being equal, more money
buys better education. When other things are weighted on
" the negative side, money has less effect. When other
things are weighted on the positive side, money has its
most powerful effect.
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8. It is important that all factors which contribute
toward quality in education should be capitalized on to
achieve higher quality.
Money is a powerful factor.
But there are others, and
they also need attention. . • . It is fully recognized
that they exist, and that the total job of achieving higher
quality education in the United States encompasses more
than money. Without money, however, the effect of other
quality factors will be lessened, if they are able to come
J
into the picture at all.
9. The pursuit of greater excellence in education
will be fully successful to the extent that we are able to
identify and bring to bear all factors, including money,
vwhich are influential in achieving educational quality.
This requires thoughtful deliberation and agreement,
insofar as this is possible and proper in a free society,
as to what a quality school is, and as to what quality
education is. It also requires far more basic research
as to what factors, in addition to money, are infuential
in producing quality schools; and as to how these, as well
as money, may be maximized in their effects on the schools.
Until recently the appropriations for research in education have been extremely meager. This, however, is
changing. Federal and state grants are being made for
this purpose. Foundations and educational associations
are allotting funds for educational research. Local school
systems are pooling their resources to establish school
study councils. This trend is of great significance for
better schools.
It will do much to increase the effect
of adequate financial school support.
In education, as
in other areas of public and private endeavor, facts plus
careful thinking are superio! to opinion as a basis for
progress~

Successful pursuit of excellence in education should
not be based on unsupported opinion, prejudice, and
captious controversy.
It must be founded on research,
open-minded deliberation, and essential agreement as to
the nature of quality in education and the factors which
bring it about.
Underlying the whole process of educational improvement, however, must be adequate financial support, for as
one thoughtful panel of citizens has concluded: All of
/ the problems of the schools lead us back sooner or later
to one basic problem--financing.
In examining these statements by Norton, and, indeed,
all of the studies quoted on cost quality, pne must keep in
mind that their focal point was and is the public school
system in America.

Whether the same conclusions are valid
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for the private school system in general, and the Jewish Day
school system in particular, is yet a matter of conjecture.
One final point on this issue.

Thomas did a study

which deals with the levels of resource input, the manner in
which resources are allocated within the organization, and
the way in which goods and services are combined on difference, in mean levels of achievement among high schools.

1

While confirming that a relationship between the level
of resource inputs and mean test scores does indeed exist,
Thomas states that the relationship is due in great part to
the socio-economic level of the community, and any study done
in the area of cost-quality must take this factor into consideration.
Several subsequent studies, especially those by
Coleman 2 and Moyniham,

3

have supported Thomas's findings,

and have indicated that the socio-economic level of the community may be the most important factor in predicting educationa! achievement and success.
Coleman, in his study which was conducted for the
United States Office of Education in the area of equal educa1 J. Thomas, "Efficiency in Education: A Study of the
Relationship Between Selected Variables and Test Scores in a
Sample of United States High Schools 11 (unpublished Ph.D.
dissertation, Stanford University, 1962).
2

James Coleman, "The Concept of Equality of Educational
Opportunity,n Harvard Educational Review, XXXVIII (Winter,
1968) 1 1.
3

Lee Rainwater and w. Yancey, The Moyniham Report and
the Politics of Controversy (Cambridge: M.I.T. Press, 1967).
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tional opportunity, found that the educational background of
fellOW students within the classroom had the most positive
influence on scholastic achievement.

In the order of im-

portance, Coleman found that for both white and minority group
children, facilities and curriculum had the least effect on
scholastic achievement; teacher quality had a somewhat greater
effect on scholastic achievement; and the educational background of fellow students had the most influence on scholastic
achievement.

In addition, Coleman indicates that black children

in classes where white children are in the majority have higher
verbal scores, whatever the racial composition of the school.
In a similar vein, Moyniham, in his study on the family structure of the Black community, concludes that unless something is
done to strengthen the nuclear black family structure, the
black child will be at a continuous disadvantage, both socially
and educationally.

The provision by society of equal educa-

tional opportunity alone, reports Moyniham, will not alter
this outcome.

Only when the black child enters the school

on the same social level as the white child, will the question
of equal educational opportunity become important.
The significance of these two studies for this particular project are obvious.

The socio-economic level of

day school students, in terms of family structure and classroom
composition, contain the necessary elements postulated by
Coleman and Moyniham, for academic success.

As such, the day

school student would be expected to achieve at a significant
academic level, based upon his socio-economic status alone.
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It therefore becomes necessary to control for these socioeconomic variables, in order to ascertain the quality of
education being offered within the individual school.
It would therefore seem wise, even prudent, to subscribe to Thomas's recommendation, in order to eliminate any
unnecessary confounding of variables.

Even the study done by

shelley, which found socio-economic variables unimportant,
postulated·certain reasons as to why such a conclusion was
merited.

Had these reasons not existed, it would seem safe to

state that socio-economic variables would have indeed influenced his study.

CHAPTER IV
THE PURPOSE AND METHOD OF THIS STUDY
This study concerns itself with the financial operations of the Jewish day school, and the measured effect of
finances upon school quality.

The aim of this study, stated

simply, is to ascertain which factors influence school quality.
such data are extremely valuable in guiding the school administrator in the expenditure of ,school funds.

School quality

as defined in this study is synonomous with school achievement as measured by Standard Achievement scores.
The need for such a study arose from the realization
that Jewish education, like other forms of public and private
education, was on the verge of economic bankruptcy and that
some type of solution had to be found that would enable the
school administrator to invest funds wisely, in a cost quality
relationship, that would maximize the educational process and
minimize wasteful spending.
Method of Study
Institutions and locations.--Forty Jewish day schools,
associated with the mid-west region of Torah Umesorah, the
National Association of Jewish day schools, were chosen for
this study.
55
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Even though there are overfour hundred such day schools
in five separate regions, it was felt that schools in a similar
geographic region, administered by principals who were in close
contact with one another, would present a more uniform, and
therefore a more acceptable population for such a study.
Geographically, the schools are located in the states and
cities shown in Table 6.
The schools selected were all elementary day schools
of a similar type ascribing to the same educational philosophy
and administrative structure.
Procedure.--A questionnaire was sent to all forty of
the day schools included within the study.
for a copy of questionnaire.)

(See Appendix A

Attached to the questionnaire

was a letter, explaining the purpose of the study and its
value.

(See Appendix B for copy of letter.)

The question-

naire was divided into three sections, and was structured in
such a way as to gather information in three basic areas:
(a)

Financial operations of the schools

(b)

Socio-economic data on the parent and student
population of the schools

(c)

Teacher information on the qualifications and
experiences of the teaching personnel.

In addi-

tion, the questionnaire requested the achievement scores of students in the areas of reading
and arithmetic.
From the questionnaire, twelve items of importance
were secured.

These items are:
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TABLE 6.--Geographic Locations of Day Schools Surveyed by
Questionnaire

State
Arizona
Colorado
Illinois
Indiana
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Michigan
Minnesota
Missouri
Nebraska
Ohio

Pennsylvania

Tennessee
Texas
Wisconsin

City
Phoenix
Denver
Chicago
Peoria
Indianapolis
Prairie Villc:.;.s
Louisville
New Orleans
Oak Park
Southfield
Minneapolis
St. Louis
Omaha
Akron
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Columbus
Dayton
Toledo
Allentown
Harrisburg
Kingston
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Scranton
Memphis
Nashville
Dallas
Houston
Milwaukee

Number of Schools
1
1
6
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

4
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
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1)

mean number of years of staff teaching experience

2)

certification status of teaching staff

3)

per-pupil cost for teacher salaries

4)

per-pupil cost for instructional materials and
supplies

5)

per-pupil expenditures

6)

mean I.Q. of student population

7)

parent profession

8)

parent economic class

9)

parent motivation ir. sending child to day school

10)

parent involvement in school

11)

parent religious affiliation

12)

achievement scores of student population in
reading and math.

A cursory examination of these twelve factor·s will
indicate that numbers 1 and 2 are primarily teacher factors,
numbers 3, 4, and 5 are financial factors related to the total
operations of the school, and numbers 6 through 11 are socioeconomic factors related to the parent and student population.
These ten factors, for the purpose of this study became independent variables.

The last item, achievement scores, became

the dependent variable.
There were two main reasons as to why mathematics and
reading were chosen as the dependent variable:
{a)

It was shown, after some investigation, that
reading and mathematiffiprograms, among the various

5$)

schools, were more similar in content than the
other subjects offered.

The various school pro-

grams in science and social studies seemed to lack
the same degree of sequence and continuity that
was found in the reading and mathematics.
(b)

Reading and mathematics are generally considered
by most authorities to be the heart of the
elementary school curriculum, and the basis for
most other academic areas. 1

Based on the information gleaned from the questionnaire,
five hypotheses were formulated, each utilizing the statistical
procedure known as the null hypothesis.
formalized statement of

~ach

The following is a

hypothesis, and a definition of

crucial terms relevant to that hypothesis.
Hypothesis I
There is no significant relationship between teacher
salary costs and scholastic achievement.
In the above hypothesis,· teacher salary is defined as
per pupil cost for total teacher salaries.

Scholastic achieve-

ment is defined as the mean percentile achievement scores of
eighth-grade students in the areas of math and reading, as
measured by a standardized achievement score.
Hypothesis II
There is no significant relationship between instructional costs and scholastic achievement.
1

virgil E. Herrick, Encyclopedia of Educational Research, ed. by Chester w. Harris (New York: Macmillan Co.,
1960), pp. 432-34.
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The definition of instructional costs, as used in this
hypothesis, is total cost for instructional supplies and equipment, ·divided by the number of pupils enrolled.

The defini-

tion of scholastic achievement remains constant.
~pothesis

III

There is no significant relationship between teacher
experience and scholastic achievement.
In this hypothesis, teacher experience includes two
aspects:
(a)

teacher certification

(b)

mean number of years of actual teaching experience within the classroom.

Each of these factors is treated independently.

Scholastic

achievement again remains constant.
Hypothesis IV
There is no significant relationship between per-pupil
costs and scholastic achievement.
Per-pupil costs, as used in Hypothesis IV, is defined
as the total operational budget of the school, divided by the
number of students enrolled.
Hypothesis V
There is no significant difference in scholastic achievement in the areas of reading and mathematics of day school
elementary students in schools of various expenditure
levels.
Hypothesis V is a statement of summary, somewhat dependent upon the verification of the other four hypotheses
stated.
It was included within the study on the possibility
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that not all of the above stated hypotheses would prove to be
significant.

Then

the question of total expenditure versus

specific allocations becomes crucial, with the possibility
that less money expended in the right areas would lead to
improved school quality.
It has already been shown, in Chapter III, that each of
these factors has a positive relationship to scholastic
achievement in public education.

The studies by Jantze and

Shelley indicate clearly the magnitude of such relationships.
This study, however, is

interestc~

in examining these

findings in a slightly different light.

Specifically, this

study wishes to direct itself to two basic queries:

(a)

Do the same relationships, as identified above, hold true
for day school education, or does the unique day school
structure alter these results? and (b) If indeed these relationships are applicable to the day school, then which of the
factors is most significant?

Is there one crucial factor that

leads to improved school quality as measured by achievement
in these particular educational institutions?
In order to insure for validity within the study, it
was felt that certain extraneous variables would have to be
controlled.

Six such variables were identified and included

within the questionnaire.

These variables were:

Mean I.Q. score of students, parent class and profession, parent religious affiliation, parent involvement
within the school and parent motivation for enrolling
children within the school.
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Before discussing the significance of these extraneous
variables, and their relationship to this study, it is important to note the method which was used to measure those of the
variables that dealt specifically with the parent population
of the day school, i.e., parent class and profession, parent
religious affiliation, parent involvement in the school and
parent motivation in enrolling a child within the school.
A cursory examination of the initial questionnaire which
was sent to all of the schools participating in this project
(see Appendix A, Part I) will

inc~cate

that each of the school

administrators was requested to describe the school's parents
in terms of class and profession, religious affiliation, involvement in the school and motivation in enrolling their child
within the school.

Each principal was instructed to place a

check next to the phrase which best described his
parent population on each of these variables.

p~rticular

The various

responses of the principals to these items within the questionnaire, which reflect their perception of the composition
of their parent population, served as the primary basis for
measuring these important extraneous variables.
While such a measure has certain limitations, in that
it is solely dependent upon the perception, evaluation and
interpretation of the school administrator, yet due to the
fact that one of the most important functions of the school
administrator is to know his community in general, and his
parent population in particular, such a measure can be considered valid for the purpose of this study.

In fact,
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without such a knowledge of the parent population, the principal would be most ineffective in working with his student
body and in assisting his staff with specific student problems.
Support for this approach to the measurement of socioeconomic variables is found in the studies by Warner, who
developed the reputational approach to social classification.
states Warner, in discussing the method used to determine
social classification in his famous "Yankee City" studies,
"In the final analysis, however, individuals were placed by
the evaluation of the members of 'Yankee City' itself, e.g.,
by such explicit statements as 'She does not belong,' or
'They belong to our club.'"l
Fortunately, the administrative structure of the day
school enables the principal to attain this knowledge of his
parent population.

Through such means as the student admis-

sion application, the initial parent interview, the scholarship
hearings, and the various board, committee and P.T.A. meetings,
the principal is able to meet each parent in a personal and
direct manner.

His evaluation of the school's parent popu-

lation would tend to be extremely accurate and dependable,
and would be based upon a thorough first-hand acquaintance
of the entire parent body.

Therefore, any conclusions that

are made based upon this evaluation would be both valid and
reliable, insofar as they apply to this study.
1 w. Lloyd Warren and Paul S. Lunt, The Social Life of
a Modern Community (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1942),
p. 90.
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(A)

Mean I.Q. score--the value of controlling for
I.Q.'s, is obvious, and requires little discussion.

It is the most crucial of all student

traits, and the most relevant in determining
achievement.

As Klausmeier points out in his

text, Learning and Human Abilities, "Most
clearly, high intelligence is associated with
high performance in English, mathematics, science,
and social studies, any activity where ideas are
incorporated in symbo1s." 1
(B)

Parent Class and Profession--Income level of
parents and social class have been shown to be
highly correlated with academic achievement.
Many famous studies, such as the "River City"
and ''Yankee City" projects have shown the effect
of class and income on a variety of variables,
from education to delinquency.

As one author

states:
We find that home and neighborhood background,
~eflected in the concept of social class, are
powerful forces affecting learning efficiency,
as schools and educational practices are now
organized. Children who come from family
situations characterized by low income, low
educational attainment, low interest in
schooling, and unfavorable attitudes toward
education find schooling less profitable
than do other children.2
1

Herbert J. Klausmeier and William Goodwin, Learning
Human Abilities (New York: Harper & Row, 1966), p. 97.
2
Ibid., pp. 126-28.
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(C)

Parent Religious Affiliation--Parent Religious
Affiliation was believed to be an extremely
important variable needing control.

To a great

extent, Parent Religious Affiliation is associated
with two other variables within the day school,
that of why parents send their children to day
schools, and parent involvement.

Due to the

basic similarities of these factors, they will
all be discussed at this point.
The day school can be viewed, secularly as a good
private educational institution, or religiously, as a Jewish
school transmitting Jewish values and knowledge.

The degree

of allegiance which parents show the school will depend upon
their perception of its purpose.

A parent who enrolls a child

because of its secular value, does so regrettably, and usually
because he thinks that there is something amiss with the public
schools in the area.

Integration, drugs, academic inferiority

etc., can all lead a parent to day school education.
case, the motivation is negative.

In each

If however, the parent is

committed to the education offered by the day school, and
selects i t as a first choice, then the motivation is quite
positive.

This type of parent rules out other educational

systems because of a firm commitment to Judaism, and not because of escapism.
This essential dualism in parent motivation manifests
itself in many ways.

First of all, religious families will be
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ardent supporters of the day school, while non-religious
families will exhibit only modest support.

Second, leadership

positions within the school will tend to be held by those who
identify, philosophically, with the goals of the school.
Thirdly, parent involvement within the school will be a function of parent commitment to the school.

Marginal parents

will tend to be uninvolved in most school activities.

Finally,

the administrative structure of the school will tend to reflect
the type of parent body active within the school.

The influ-

ence of these factors can be most important in any study on
day schools, and therefore the ,necessity for control.

1

The statistical analysis for significance used in this
study was a regression analysis, similar to the analysis of
variance, but used when all data are quantitative in nature.
A .05 level of significance was selected as the criterion
level.
Interview
As previously stated, the primary purpose of this
study was to examine the measured effect of finances upon
school quality within the Jewish day school.

While such a

study has a great deal of merit, in terms of researching the
cost quality relationship in respect to day school education,
it takes on even added significance when viewed in conjunction
1 see Appendix A for the method used to measure these
extraneous variables.
It will be noted that the school administrator's perception of his parent population served as
the basis for this measurement.
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with the important policies and practices of the day school, as
perceived and executed by the school administrator.
Two brief examples will help clarify this point:
(A) Teacher Salary Costs--A study on school finance can successfully determine the relationship between teacher salary costs,
and school achievement.

Such a study cannot

however, in-

dicate the positional rank of a lay teacher within a religious
academic institution.

This information can only ·be obtained

through some understanding of the professional status of such
an individual, as defined by the

~.~stitution.

Yet, such in-

formation has significant bearing on the financial aspects
of teacher salary costs, for it explains, to a great extent,
how such costs are determined by the school.

(B) Instructional

Costs--Here again, a study on school finance can

determine

the relationship between instructional costs and school
achievement.

But it does little in the way of explaining the

school's policy with regard to

~hese

types of expenditures.

Is the school purchasing such equipment because the administrator believes that such equipment will further the educational program, or is the primary motivation behind such expenditures the need to compete with other private and public
academic institutions?
The essential point to note and to stress is that a
school's philosophy, as translated in terms of school policy
and practice is most essential in understanding the rationale
behind the major financial operations of that institution,
and that such an understanding adds both insight and depth
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to any study done in the area of school finance.
In order to achieve this basic understanding of school
philosophy, a structured interview was developed and administered to ten day school principals.
of interview.)

(See Appendix C for copy

The principals were chosen by representative

sampling, and visited in person.

An examination of the inter-

view will indicate that it does indeed follow the basic questionnaire in format, while sticking to more philosophical
concepts.

In addition, the interview follows a modified

Likert scale, so that the results could be quantified.
The. format of the interview was constructed in such
a way as to examine the following aspects:
(a)

The financial problems of the day school.

(b)

The success of the day school in attracting new
students, and educating them and their families
to the religious program of the school.

(c)· The felt need of day school administrators to
compete with other academic institutions.
(d)

The status of lay teachers in a religious institution.

(e)

The soul searching problem of retaining a student
in a religious institution if the dual program
of the institution proves to be beyond his
abilities.

Each of these points were analyzed in depth, for each
examines a major aspect of day school policy.
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Following the structured interview, each principal
was asked questions concerning his specific responses to the
initial questionnaire, and his feelings towards this particular study in general.

Chapter V will indicate the re-

sults to both the questionnaire and the interview, and will
discuss the problems that were encountered in the preparation of this study.
Before turning to Chapter V however, theie is one
point that needs further elaboration.

This study has referred,

on several occasions, to the "unique day school structure."
One crucial aspect of the uniqueness is the time devoted to
General Studies.

As Chapter I pointed out, students in the

day school are expected to cover the same volume of material
in a half-day that other children learn in a full day of instruction.
This point may at first, seem unimportant, but in
truth it is_highly significant .. For it touches upon the very
essence of the learning process.
Specifically, it addresses itself to the fundamental
question of how children learn.

Do children who learn vast

amounts of material in a short time develop an ability to
identify important facts, and mentally eliminate the unimportant ones?

Do such children develop a special sense of

concentration, and, irrespective of teachers and materials,
learn to digest such material readily?

Does this ability

transfer itself to standardized tests, and help the student
succeed on such examinations?

The answers to these and
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similar questions are yet unknown, and therefore impossible
to analyze.
This study, however, should shed much light on these
questions, and assist the school administrator in organizing
for quality education.

CHAPTER V
RESULTS OF STUDY
The purpose of this chapter is to present and analyze
the results of this study.

Since there were two instruments

used to gather the data for the study, the questionnaire and
the interview, the results of the study will be discussed in
(A) the results of the initial questionnaire and
(B) the results of the follow-up interview.
The Results of the Initial
Questionnaire
As mentioned in Chapter IV, the primary purpose of
this study was to determine the measured effect of finances
on scholastic achievement in the Jewish Day School.

Scholastic

achievement was defined as the standardized scores received
by eighth grade students in the areas of reading and mathematics.
Tables 9-28 in the Appendix (see Appendix D) present
the statistical findings of this project.

A cursory examina-

tion of these tables will indicate that a regression analysis
technique of statistical significance was used to compare the
independent variables within the equation to the two selected
dependent variables, reading and mathematics.

A separate

multiple regression was run for each of these subject areas,
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so that all significant conclusions could be analyzed.
In analyzing these tables, the key concept to be
cognizant of is the R Square factor, which determines variability.

By noting the regression, and the R Square factor

associated with each step of the regression, it is possible
to determine the effect of each of the independent variables
upon the particular dependent variable in question.

Tables

17 and 28 of the Appendix present a summary of these data,
for the areas of reading and mathematics respectively.
As can be seen from Table 17, the eleven independent
variables chosen for this study account for .66928 of the total
variability affecting the dependent

variable of reading.

The removal of seven of the independent variables, salary,
expenditure, income, materials, involvement, I.Q.,

a~d

salary

cost per pupil, reduces the variability from .66928 to
.58629, or a reduction of .08299.

In effect, this indicates

that the remaining four independent variables, which in combination contain .58629 of the variability, are the most important and most significant predictors of success in the
area of reading.
In the same manner, it is possible to analyze the
results in mathematics as shown in Table 28.

By noting the

R Square factor, and therefore the degree of variability
within the equation, it can be seen that the eleven independent
variables in combination contain .55965 of the total variability.

As each variable is removed, the variability factor
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is reduced, thereby showing the effect of the particular
variable upon achievement in mathematics.

The removal of

nine of these variables, involvement, profession, affiliation,
I.Q., experience, salary, reason, salary costs per pupil,
and expenditures leaves a R Square factor of .47244, indicating
that, in combination, these nine variables account for .08721
of the variability associated with success in mathematics.
In effect, this signifies that the two remaining variables
account for .47244 of the variability and are therefore the
most important predictors of a students achievement in
mathematics.
Tables 7 and 8 of this study show the last steps of
the regression analysis in relationship to reading and
mathematics.

As these tables indicate, there were four sig-

nificant independent variables in the area of reading and two
significant independent variables in the area of mathematics.
In reading, the four

s~gnificant

variables were:

(a) reason of parents in enrolling their child within a day
school,

(b) professional status of parents,

(c) teacher ex-

perience, and (d) parent religious affiliation.

The signif-

icance level of the equation was .011, which is a most respected level of statistical significance, well above the .OS
criterion level selected.

The data, interestingly enough,

indicate that none of the variables dealing with school finance
were found to be significant.

On the other hand, three vari-

ables dealing with socio-economic aspects of the family, and
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TABLE ?.--Significant Variables for Reading

Multiple Regression
Dependent Variable.

Reading

Reading Achievement Score, G

rac~e

Variable(s) Removed on Step Number 8.
Teacher Salary Cost per Pupil
Multiple R
R Square
Std. · Devia t ion

.76570
.58629
4.' 48856

Analysis of Variance
Regression
Residual

Coefficient of Variability

8

Salpup
DF
4.
14.

sum of Squares
3 99.72961
2 82.05986

Variables Not in the Equation

~c

F
Std. Error
Significance
B

Exper

.93094665

.53670770

Prof

5.7945709

2.5240183

Affil

3.6976963

2.5755013

-10.539565

2.8296889

57.198140

7.9099446

Reason

·-

B

(Constant)

F
Significance
4.96013
.011

6.074 percent

Variables in the Equation

Variable

Mean Square
99.93240
20.14713

3.0086657
.105
5.2705695
.038
2.0612892
.173
13.872922
.002
52.289793
.000

Beta
Elasticity
.3051156
.08786
.4259595
.21461
.3147689
.02107
-.8178.394
-.09759

Variable

Partial

Tolerance

Salary

.30437

.83556

Expend

-.06505

.54478

IQ

.24160

.81339

Income

.04315

.78714

-.07770

.40805

.24540

.86005

-.04587

.64172

Involve
Sal pup
Mater

F-Level or Tolerance-Level Insufficient for Further Computation

F Significance

1.3273344
.270
.55245100E-Ol
.818
• 80586739'
.386
.24245935E-Ol
.879
.78968944E-Ol
.783
.83303616
.378
.27414584E-Ol
.871

Coefficients and Confidence Intervals
Std; Error
Variable
Exper
Prof
Affil
Reason
Constant

B

.93094665
5.7945709
3.6976963
-10.539565
57.198140

B

95.0 Pet
Confidence Interval

.53670770 -.22017684
2.5240183 .38109009
2,5755013 -1.8262044
2.8296889 -16.608644
7.9099446 40.232996

2.0820701
11.208052
,
9.2215971
, -4.4704857
74.163283

(1-Sig.) Pet Confidence Interval
.35527137E-14,
.28421709E-l3,
.14210855E-l3,
-.56843419 E-l3,
.22737368E-l2,

1. 8618933
11.589142
7.3953927
-21.079129
114.39628
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TABLE 7.--Continued

Multiple Regression
Dependent Variable.

Reading

Reading Achievement Score, Grade 8
I

variance/Covariance Matrix of the Unnormalized Regression
coefficients •
Ex per

• 28806

Prof

.08506

6.37067

Reason

.11851

-1.86867

Affil

.11964

-.44059

-3.83743

Prof

Reason

Exper

ii:iiI

8.00714·
6.63321
Affil

1!1'

I
I

II
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TABLE B.--Significant Variables for Mathematics

Multiple Regression
Dependent Variable.

.

Math

Math Achievement Score for Grade

Variable(s) Re~oved on Step Number 10
Yearly Expedi-ture per Pupil
Multiple R
R Square ··
Std. Deviation

Expend

Analysis of Variance
Regression
Residual

.68734
, .47244
5.52114

Coefficient of Variability

sum of Squares
43 6.77216
48 7.72784

DF
2.
16.

Mater

B
-.11426434

F

7.16419

Std. Error B
.51722396E-Ol

Income

13.828229

3.9907828

(Constant)

72.222612

4.4368113

Variables Not in thP Eq uation

F
Significance

Beta
Elasticity

4.8804978
.042
12.006515
.003
264.97474
.000

-. 41006 40
-. 068 95
. 64317 35
.17178

Variable

Partial

Salary

-.17392

.97704

Exper

.07007

.93753

Expend

.18476

.56961

IQ

.11894

.97202

Prof

-.08912

.86429

Reason

-.08031

.73280

.04699

.99081

Affil

-.04124

.70495

Sal pup

-.16288

.80253

I nvolve

Tolerance

F Significance
.46784896
.504
.74005746E-Ol
• 789.
.53016300
.478
.21524216
. 649
.12008561
.734
.97370679E-Ol
.759
.33188134E-Ol
.858
.25555578E-Ol
.875
.40878463
.532

F-Level or Tolerance-Level Insufficient for Further Computati~
Coefficients and Confidence Intervals
Variable
Mater
Income
Constant

B

-.11426434
13.828229
72.222612

Significance
.006

6.859 percent

Variables in the Equntion

Variable

Mean Square
218.38608
30.48299

95.0 Pet
Confidence Interval

Std. Error B
.51722396E-Ol
3.9907828
4.4368113

22391092
5 o 3 6 814 7 8
· 6 2 • 816 9 9 2

-

o

I
I
I

-.4617754-'
22 o 288311
81. 628231

(1-Sig.) Pet Confidence Interval
-.44408921E-15, -.22852867
.56843419E-13,
27.656459
.45474735E-12, 144.44522
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TABLE 8.--Continued
Multiple Regression
Dependent Variable.

Math

Math Achievement Score for Grade 8

Variance/Covariance Matrix of the Unnormalized Regression
coefficients
Income
Mater

15.92635
-.04280
Income

.00268

.Mater

I
I
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one variable dealing with teacher experience were found to be
most significant.
In the area of mathematics, only two variables were
found to be highly significant:

(a) per-pupil costs for

materials and supplies and (b) family income.
The significance level of the equation was a respected
.006.

As Table 8 indicates, the per-pupil cost for materials

and supplies has a negative relationship with achievement in
mathematics, indicating that the cost quality relationship, in
this area, is negative.
These conclusions, when analyzed in terms of the five
hypotheses stated in Chapter IV, would read as follows:
Hypothesis I
There is no significant relationship between teacher
salary costs and scholastic achievement.
Results:

This study affirms the null hypothesis, and indi-

cates that per-pupil costs for teacher salary are not a
crucial indicator of scholastic achievement in either the
areas of reading or mathematics.
Hypothesis II
There is no significant relationship between instructional
costs and scholastic achievement.
Results:

The study affirms the null hypothesis for both read-

ing and mathematics, and indicates that per-pupil costs for
instructional materials are not an indicator of scholastic
achievement.

Even more importantly, the study shows that in

mathematics the relationship is negative, indicating that the

1'1"1
,II

1,1';

~

1
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I ,

higher the cost for instructional materials, the lower the
scholastic achievement attained by the student.
Hypothesis III
There is no significant relationship between teacher
experience and scholastic achievement.
Results:

This study rejects a portion of the null hypothesis,

and indicates that teacher experience is a most important and
positive predictor of scholastic achievement in the area of

, I

i

I

I,

reading.

In the area of mathematics, however, the null hypoth-

esis was affirmed.

Teacher certification was not an issue in

this study, as all of the day schools required their teachers
to hold a teaching certificate from their respective states.
Hypothesis IV
There is no significant relationship between per-pupil
costs and scholastic achievement.
Results:

This null hypothesis was also affirmed, indicating

that per-pupil costs were insignificant predictors of scholastic
achievement, in the areas of reading and mathematics.
Hypothesis V
There is no significant difference in scholastic achievement
in the areas of. reading and mathematics of~ay school elementary students in schools of various expenditure levels.
Results:

This null hypothesis was affirmed, indicating that

expenditure level has little or no effect on reading or matherna tics.
Discussion on Results in Reading
and Mathematics
In analyzing the results of this study, there appear
to be three factors which need further elaboration and

, I
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explanation:

(a) a definitive statement on the results ob-

tained in reading and mathematics,

(b) an explanation as to

why different results were obtained in the areas of reading

I

and mathematics, and (c) an analysis as to why the cost quality
relationship was not a significant predictor of scholastic
achievement in the Jewish Day School.
(A)

A Definitive Statement on the Results Obtained
in Reading and Mathematics.

In the area of reading, the results of this study
indicate the following three important points:
1.

Day School elementary students, who come from
homes which are religiously oriented and who have
parents committed to the day school philosophy
will achieve significantly higher in the area of
reading than day school students who come from
homes in which the day school philosophy is accepted only as a matter of need or convenience.

2.

Children from homes classified as "professional"
tend to achieve higher standardized scores in the
area of reading than children from homes classified
as skilled laborers, or blue and white collar
workers.

3.

Teacher experience is the most important instructional variable.

Other instructional variables,

especially those that are dependent upon financial
considerations, are not significant indicators of

'i·· ''1''11'"1'1~'1
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a day school student's achievement or progress
in the area of reading.
In other words these results state that a child who
comes from a middle or upper class home which values a day
school education, and who is being taught by an experienced
teacher will achieve well in the area of reading.
The literature cited in Chapter III of this study certainly supports these findings.

Teacher experience, family

class and family concern for education have all been identified as important predictors of a child's ability to succeed

in school.

What makes these findings unique is that the cost

quality relationship, when applied to day school education,

is an insignificant one.
In the area of mathematics, the results obtained from
this study indicate two things:

(1) Family income is the most

important predictor of a child's ability to succeed in the
area of mathematics, and (2) per-pupil cost for instructional
materials in the area of mathematics is a negative predictor
of a student's ability to achieve.
Again, the literature cited in Chapter III indicated
a positive correlation between family income and scholastic
achievement.

What needs further analysis is the negative re-

lationship between instructional materials and scholastic
achievement.
this is so.

Chapter VI will offer several reasons as to why
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(B)

An Explanation as to Why Different Results Were
Obtained for the Areas of Reading and Mathematics

As the results indicate, there is a discrepancy between the findings of this study in the areas of reading and
mathematics.

This discrepancy needs to be explained, by

documented literature in the field, if the results of this
study are to be meaningful.

This is especially true since

none of the socio-economic variables related to parent motivation in enrolling their children in the day school, or teacher
variables were found to be significant in the area of mathematics.
To begin with, the ability of a student to succeed
in the area of reading is not necessarily a guarantee that he
will succeed in the area of mathematics.

Likewise, the abil-

ity of a teacher to instruct a class successfully in reading
is not a guarantee that the same teacher will be as successful in teaching mathematics.

Any school administrator is

capable of citing numerous examples of teachers and students
who excelled in the area of reading, but experienced only
moderate achievement in mathematics.

These observations by

school administrators have certainly been documented in the
literature.
Some of the factors that contribute to this difference between the two areas are:

factors that influence success

in the subject matter, relationship between the subject matter
and other areas within the curriculum, and teacher preparation.

1.
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Factors that influence success in the subject matter.-It is obvious that a child at birth is not ready to learn
to read.
Before he can begin this enterprise, he must
have sufficient visual activity to recognize slight differences in the complicated pattern of words . • . the
child who is to learn the art of reading must have some
ability in speech, for reading in its early stages consists normally in matching the visual form of a word with
a meaning known through speech. . . . The growth of intelligence is related to reading readiness.
Children who
are seriously retarded in intelligence are incapable of
reading efficiently. The normal child, as he matures,
enlarges his experiences of the world and extends his
vocabulary and power of oral expression. . . . Before the
child is ready to read, he must have the power of sustained
interest, and that can be retarded or prevented by failure
to attain an integrated personality.!
This statement, by Taylor, identifies many of the
crucial factors related to a child's ability to read.

An

analysis of this statement will show that Taylor categorizes
most of these factors under two headings:

(1) Physical growth

and maturity and (2) Experience.
Milmer, elaborating on the importance of experience
in terms of the child's immediate environment, presents evidence showing that the pattern of parent-child interrelationships, particularly in verbal communication, exerts a strong
. fl uence on rea d'~ng rea d'~ness. 2

~n

Gray and Holmes, who made an extended study to identify factors related to vocabulary development, and the
1

christian D. Taylor, "The Effect of Training on
Reading Readiness," in Studies in Reading, Vol. II (London:
University of London, 1950), p. 64.
2

Esther Milmer, "A Study of the Relationship Between
Reading Readiness in Grade One School Children," Child
Development, XXII (1951), 95-112.
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importance of a meaningful vocabulary to reading, also stress
the importance of physical growth and maturity, and experience,
and add yet another important component in reading success,
the nature of the instruction received.

1

The essentials for achievement in reading, as indicated
by these studies, are the child's mental and physical abilities,
in which lie the power and ability to succeed in reading,
the environment, in which lies the important stimuli which
affect him, his own individual interests, and the manner of
instruction which he receives at l1ome and, more importantly,
in the classroom.
The literature in the field of mathematics, as contrasted with reading, stresses the importance of technique in
organizing and teaching mathematics.
A child's achievement in mathematics is related ·to his
formal classroom instruction. While it is possible to
imagine a child reading a book that covers material not
yet talked about in class • . . it is difficult to imagine
him browsing through a trigonometry book. Moreover,
achievement in math depends very heavily on mastery of
previously learned material . . . . Growth in math involves
three stages of understanding:
exposure to the material,
mastery of material, and review.2
Relationship between subject matter and other areas of
curriculum.--Logic would dictate, and research confirms, that
the relationship between reading and other subject areas is a
1 william Gray and Eleanor Holmes, The Development of
Meaningful Vocabularies in Reading--An Experimental Study
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1938), pp. 85-88.
2

S.R.A., Inc., Using Test Results
Inc., 1972), p. 24.

(Chicago: S.R.A.,

!,i.
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very positive one.

As opposed to math which is numerically

oriented and deals almost exclusively with abstract relationships, reading with its emphasis on word meaning and understanding, allows the student to deal with other areas of the
curriculum dependent on the same skills.

I

I

j,

Conversely, the reading skill of a student is constantly reinforced by the other subjects he studies.

I

Docu-

mentation for the correlation between reading and other subject matters is found in studies by Artly,

1

by Swenson,

2

and others.
Teacher preparation.--Teacher preparation in the area
of mathematics, has been a major concern of educators for
years.

,,'!

'

Even before the era of new math, research studies were

bemoaning the inadequate training received by teachers in this
most crucial subject.
Layton,

3

in a nationwide study of certification of

teachers, reported that the requirements in content mathematics for elementary credentials were lower by far than the
requirements in English, Geography, and even Art.

He found

that only ten states required any training in mathematics
content for the lowest initial elementary certificate, and
1

A. S. Artly, "The Appraisal of Reading Comprehension,"
Journal of Education, XXXIV (1943), 55-60.
2

E. Swenson, "A Study of the Relationships Among Various Types of Reading Scores on General and Science Materials,"
Journal of Educational Research, XXXVI (1942), 81-90.
3

w. I4 Layton, ''rhe Certification of Teachers in Mathematics," Math Teacher, LXII (1949), 377-80.

,
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that only eleven states required such preparation for their
highest elementary certificate.
A similar study by Grossnickle,

'

1

found that 76 per cent

of the teachers colleges required no high school mathematics
for entrance.

Less than half of the teachers colleges pro-

vided a background course in mathematics for students preparing to teach in the intermediate and advanced grades, and
in those offering such a course, the average number of
semester hours in the course was 1.2 for intermediate grade
teachers and 1.5 for advanced gra0e teachers.

With respect

to the content of these background courses, 10 per cent of
the colleges gave a review of seventh and eighth grade arithmetic at the high school or college level.

In a sample of

sixty-two liberal arts colleges in seven states, only one gave
a background course in mathematics for elementary school
teachers.
Since these studies were reported, the situation has
improved somewhat, but not enough to provide the teacher with
the same training in mathematics as he receives in reading.
Perhaps this is the reason that so many teachers are apprehensive of teaching mathematics on the elementary level.
As can be seen from the above discussion on reading
and mathematics, there are numerous differences between the
1

Foster Grossnickle, "The Training of Teachers in
Arithmetic," The Teaching of Arithmetic, Fiftieth Yearbook for
the National Society for the Study of Education, Part II
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1951).
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two areas that are extremely important, and which must be examined carefully.

This is especially true in the areas of

teacher qualification and instruction, and home-directed experiences.
Teacher experience would prove to be a more significant

,;I
II,:
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variable in an area such as reading, where teachers begin

i!\1

~

111',

their career with a comfortable knowledge of the field, and

! I

'll

11'1

with a feeling of confidence in the subject matter.

With

experience, the teacher is capable of developing andimproving

!.I.' I

,'III,

II(

~I

II!' I
,11,11
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techniques, as opposed to overcoming the apprehension of just
mastering the material, as would be the case in mathematics.
Equally so, with parent directed experience.

In a

subject like reading, where the home augments the learning
environment of a school, the importance of the parents and
their attitude towards education in general, and the school
in particular, will be a crucial factor in the achievement of
the

student~

In an area like mathematics however, where

parental guidance is less noticeable, the over-all effect of
the home is less significant.

In too many instances, parents

provide their children with a defeatist attitude in mathematics, either by bemoaning how poorly they did in this important subject when they were students, or by professing their
total ignorance in the field.

This is especially true in the

era of new math.
By noting these differences, and understanding their
ramifications, the results of this study become much more
meaningful.

The same gauge that measures success in reading

!;~II
'ljii

~~
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cannot be used in mathematics, and vice versa.

And, the same

statistical norms that are used to report a child's achievement in one area cannot be used in the other.
(C)

An Analysis as to lfhy the Cost Quality Relationship Was Not a Significant Predictor of Scholastic Achievement in the Jewish Day School.

As previously mentioned, several reasons as to why a
negative relationship was found between instructional materials
and mathematics will be offered in the beginning of Chapter VI.
An analysis as to why the cost quality relationship was not a

significant predictor of scholastic achievement will also be
offered in Chapter VI, in the same discussion.
Follow-Up Interview
As explained in Chapter IV, a follow-up interview was
administered to ten of the school administrators who had responded to the initial questionnaire.

The purpose of the inter-

view was to gain some understanding of the philosophical aspects of the day school, and how these aspects, when translated
in terms of school policy, affect the financial operations of
the day school.

(See Appendix for copy of Interview.)

Geo-

graphically, the ten schools are located in the following
cities and states:
Chicago, Illinois (2 schools)
Skokie, Illinois (1 school)
Louisville, Kentucky (1 school)
Minneapolis, Minnesota (1 school)

I,
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Kansas City, Missouri

(1 school}

Columbus, Ohio (1 school}
Dayton, Ohio (1 school)
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania {1 school)
Milwaukee, Wisconsin (1 school)
The interview was divided into four sections, corresponding to the same classifications used in the questionnaire.
Content wise, the interview addressed itself to the following
issues:

(a) Do Day School Administrators consider finances to

be the most serious problem facing day school education?
(b) Do Day Schools do an effective job of attracting new
students to their institutions?

(c) Do parents enroll their

children in Day Schools due to its religious philosophy?
(d) Would parents enroll their children in Day Schoo_ls if
there was an acceptable alternative?

{e) Do Day School

Administrators stress the importance of the General Studies
program as well as the Religious Program, and do teachers
recognize this?

(f) Do Day School Administrators feel that

every child can benefit in some way, from a Day School education?
The interview followed a modified Likert scale, and
during the interview, administrators were asked to respond to
each of the statements with one of the following five responses:
SA (Strongly Agree), A (Agree), U {Undecided),
D

(Disagree~

and SD (Strongly Disagree)

,ii
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Each response was numerically weighted, from +2 for Strongly
Agree to -2 for Strongly Disagree.
zero weight.

"Undecided" carried a

If all the administrators Strongly Agreed to a

particular statement, a numerical Value of +20 was placed on
that statement.

Conversely, a unanimous "Strongly Disagree"

carried a weight of -20.
'!I

The data for each proposition are presented by use of
percentages and numbers.

An example of how to interpret the

,11!

IIII
111

::I·!.
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data is given below:
S .A.
(2)

20%

A.
(5)

u.
50%

(1)

D.
10%

(2)

S.D.
20%

0

(Total points received +7)
(1)

The number in parenthesis represents the number of administrators making that selection.

(2)

The number next to the parenthesis is the number of administrators selecting that particular response, converted into percentages.

(3)

The graphical representation would, therefore, read:
Two administrators or 20% of the sample selected the
"Strongly Agree."

Five or 50% selected the "Agree."

One, or 10% was undecided, while two or 20% selected
the "Disagree."
Disagree."

No administrator selected the "Strongly

In general, the graph would indicate that

there was a favorable response by the majority of administrators to the statement.
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Results of the Interview
(A)

Do Day School Administrators consider finance to
be the most serious problem facing day school
education.

Four of the statements presented to the administrators
dealt with finances.

These statements were:

(a) Finance is

the most serious problem facing the day school.

(b) The

Day School ·Administrator often finds i t necessary to limit
the educational program due to a lack of funds.

(c) The

lower day school tuition attracts many parents.

(d) The day

school is able to attract, financially, teachers with outstanding abilities and skills.
(a)

Finance is the most serious problem facing the
day school

S.A.
(2)

A.

20%

{2)

20%

u.

D.

(0)

(5)

S.D.
50%

{Total points received:
{b)

(1)

10%

-1)

The Day School Administrator often finds i t
necessary to limit the educational program due
to a lack of funds.

S.A.
(4)

u.

A.
(4)

40%

40%

(1)

S.D.

D.
10%

(1)

10%

(Total points received:
(c)

(0)
+11)

The lower day school tuition attracts many
parents.

S.A.
(0)

u.

A.
{3)

30%

{1)

D.
10%

(3)

S.D.
30%

(Total points received:

(3)

30%

-6)
I

! i
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(d)

The day school is able to attract, financially,
teachers with outstanding abilities and skills.

S.D.
(0)

A.

u.

D.

(1)

(0)

(5)

10%

S.D.
50%

(Total points received:

(4)

40%

-12)

Analysis.--As can be seen, the results in regard to
finance were quite mixed.

On the one hand, the administrators

admitted that a lack of sufficient funds limited their educational program, both in regard to staff and educational content.
Yet, on the other hand, they did not feel that finance was their
most serious problem.

In additici1, tuition was not seen as a

factor in attracting new students.

When questioned, verbally,

about their responses, the administrators made the following
points:

(1) The question concerning finances is misleading.

Had the statement been rephrased, to say that finance is one
of the most serious problems facing the day school,.then there
would have been thorough agreement by all respondents.

Were

monies more abundant, the qualities of the teaching staff and
the educational program would improve.

However, as the state-

ment presently reads, there are problems that are more serious
than the question of finance.

When asked to specify the most

serious problem facing the school, the following responses
were given:

(a) Attracting new students to the day school,

{b) Receiving total Jewish community support and approval for
the day school,

(c) The changing neighborhood, with many of

the Jewish families moving to other parts of the city,
{2) In regard to tuition, most administrators felt that parents
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judge a school in terms of education excellence, and not in
terms of school fees and tuition.

If a parent feels that a

day school does not offer a quality education, then they will
enroll their child in another school regardless of the tuition
or the financial ability of the family to pay tuition.

All

of the administrators agreed that no student would be denied
a day school education, whether the family could afford the
tuition payments or not.

Any family desiring such an educa-

tion would receive one.
(B)

Do Day Schools do an sffective job of attracting
new students?

Three of the statements presented to the school administrators dealt with the enrollment of new students.

(a)

Another problem of serious consequences for day schools is the
decreasing enrollment.

(b) Administrators of day schools are

behind times in developing effective public relations programs.
(c) The day school does an effective job of providing parents
with an understanding of the goals of its program and curriculum.
The responses to these statements were:
(a)

Another problem of serious consequences for the
day schools is the decreasing enrollment.

(1)

u.

A.

S .A.
10%

(2)

20%

(2)

D.
20%

(5)

50%

(Total points received:
(b)

S.D.
(0)
-1)

Administrators of day schools are behind times in
developing effective public relations programs.
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A.

S .A.
(3)

(4)

30%

40%

u.

D.

(0)

(2)

S.D.
(1)

20%

(Total points received:
(c)

10%

+6)

The day school does an effective job of providing
parents with an understanding of the goals of its
program and curriculum.

S.D.
(0)

u.

A.
(1)

10%

(2)

D.
20%

(6)

S.D.
60%

(1)

(Total points received:

10%

-7)

Analysis.--The results, as provided by the responses
of the ten administrators, indicate that day schools are behind times in developing programs in public relations and
parent education.

As one administrator put it,

"It's for-

tunate that religious Jews prefer our type of education.
not, we'd be in real trouble."

If

When some of the administrators

who had indicated that decreasing enrollment was indeed a
major problem, were asked as to why_ some of their colleagues
disagreed on this point, the most frequent answer received
was, "They have schools in large cities where there is an
abundance of religious Jews.

In this city, we can only exist

if we attract all segments of the Jewish community."

It was

also felt by many of the administrators that their concern
for enrollment was related to their concern for financial
support.

One administrator put it this way, "In this city,

the powers that be are waiting to see if we can succeed.

Once

we show that we have what it takes to make it, then the community will give us support and finances."

II
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(C)

Do parents enroll their children in Day Schools
due to its religious philosophy?

Two of the statements dealt with the religious philosophy of the school and its parents.

(a} Most parents enroll

their children in day schools because of a strong commitment
(b) Most parents encourage

to Jewish values and tradition.

their children to adopt the religious standards taught in the
day school.
(a)

The responses to these statements were:
Most parents enroll their children in day schools
because of a strong .::.umni tment to Jewish values
and traditions.

u.

A.

S.A.

(4)

(0)

40%

(1)

D.
10%

(4)

S.D.
(1)

40%

(Total points received:
(b)

10%

-2)

Most parents encourage their children to adopt
the religious standards taught in the day school.

S.A.
(0)

A.
(2)

20%

u.

D.

(0)

(5)

S.D.
(3)

50%

(Total points received:

30%

-9)

Analysis.--As the responses indicate, the day schools,
religiously speaking are in real trouble.

It would seem that

most parents choose the day school for numerous reasons-none of which relate to the primary purpose for establishing
this type of educational

institutio~.

This conflict between

institution purpose and parent purpose is of great concern
to the school administration.

"This situation causes me a

great deal of anxiety" admitted one principal.

"At school
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we teach them one

~hing,

and at home they are told that they

don't have to do everything the school tells them."

Said

another, "Sure, parents enjoy the religion that the school
gives them.

They like to see their children throw around

Hebrew terms, or tell them about the various holidays.

But

once it comes down to the do's and don'ts of Judaism, then the
parents seem to feel that the school is over-stepping its
bounds."
Again, this sentiment was not expressed by administrators in larger cities where
religiously committed Jews.

tbP~e

is a strong nucleus of

But, then again, most day schools

are not located in these larger cities.
There is an obvious connection between the responses
to these statements concerning parent philosophy, and those
statements dealing with the ability of the day school to attract new students.

Before considering this connection, how-

ever, it seems prudent to report on the responses of the school
administrators on the issue of acceptable alternatives to the
day school.
(D)

Would parents enroll their children in day
schools if there were an acceptable alternative?

One statement dealt with this issue.
(a)

Most parents enroll their children in day schools
to avoid public education.

S.A.
(O)

A.
(2)

2 0%

u.

D.

(0)

(5)

S.D.
50%

(Total points received:

(3)

-9)

30%
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The response to this statement is surprising in light
of the previous responses reported above.
Most of the school administrators actually felt that
the educational status of the public schools had nothing to
do with the reason parents enroll their children in day schools.
When asked about the seeming contradiction between the response
to this statement, and the response to those statements dealing
with religious philosophy and the ability of the school to
attract new students, the administrators offered the following
three explanations.
1.

The enrolling of children in a private school is

a status symbol for many parents.

Even if the public schools

were excellent, these parents would still choose a private
school, just to impress their friends and associates.
school administrator put it this way:
confusing.
schools.

One

"Your statement is

Our parents don't seek refuge from the public
They want a private school, and ours just happens

to be here."
2.

Another explanation offered by the administrators

was "ethnic pride."

According to this explanation, parents

choose the day school, not for religious Jewish reasons, but

I'

d
' :1

because of cultural Jewish reasons.
"It's the thing to do.

Israel, Judaism, and mother-

hood."
When asked about the difference between religion and
culture, one administrator said:

"Religion has rules--Culture
I

doesn't."

, I
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3.

The last of the explanations given dealt with the

general state of the family and society.

According to this

explanation, parents, by enrolling their children in day
schools, are searching for an environment that will protect
their children from societies ills.

They expect the day school

to provide their children with a strong moral and ethical
climate.

"Our parents live in areas where there are fine

public schools.

The education these schools offer is superb.

But, drug and sex problems bring them to us."
And, yet, the day schools are facing problems with
enrollment, and with providing ,an effective religious education.

Said one school principal, "I never thought that re-

ligion upset so many people."
(E)

Do Day School Administrators stress the importance
of the general studies program as well as the
religious program?

Five statements on the interview dealt with this issue.
(a)

The day school needs to compete, academically,
with programs offered by other public and private
institutions.

S.A.
(8) 80%

A.
(2)

20%

u.

D.

S.D.

(0)

(0)

(0)

(Total points received:
(b)

+18)

Teachers on the General Studies staff receive
the same fringe benefits as those on the religious
staff.
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s.A.
(1)

u.

A.
(3)

10%

30%

(1)

D.
10%

(3)

S.D.
30%

(Total points received:
(c)

(2)

20%

-2)

Teachers on the General Studies staff receive
the same salary as those on the religious staff.

(1)

u.

A.

S.A.
10%

(3)

30%

(1)

D.
10%

(2)

S.D.
20%

(Total points received:
(d)

(3)

30%

-2)

Teachers on the General Studies staff exhibit the

II
!,

same pride and allegiance to the school as do

I,'
I 'I'

:!

those on the religious staff.
(2)

u.

A.

S.A.
20%

(3)

30%

D.

( 0)

{5)

S.D.
50%

(Total points received:
(e)

( 0)

+2)

Parents would complain more over inadequate instruction in the general studies staff -than in
the religious staff.

(1)

u.

A.

S.A.

(5)

10%

50%

(2)

'II

D.
20%

(1)

S.D.
10%

(Total points received:

(1)

10%

+4)

Analysis.--The internal confusion of the day school
movement, and its double standard comes out most clearly on
this issue.

On the one hand, all of the administrators agreed

that the day school must compete with other forms of private
and public education in order to succeed.

All of the adminis-

trators were concerned about how their students did on achievement tests.

Several asked questions about the results of the

initial questionnaire, wondering how their schools did in
l

i
Ill

,u,

l
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comparison with the other day schools.

On the other hand there

was a felt need for the administrator to justify the preferred
position of the religious staff, over the general studies
staff.

"The reason this school exists is to teach Judaism,

and those on the religious staff come first."
Only a small percentage of the schools visited had
the same salary scale for both sets of teachers.
This dual standard, as practiced by the day schools,
takes on an added meaning when analyzed in terms of the responses given by the administrators on the issue of finances.
As reported above, many of the 'schools felt that they were
unable to attract, financially, teachers with outstanding
abilities and skills.

Chapter VI will deal with recommenda-

tions for the future, but it seems very much in place to state
that perhaps, if there was equity between the two staffs, the
caliber of teaching would improve.
(F)

Do Day School administrators feel that every child
can benefit in some way, from a day school education?

Three of the statements dealt with this issue:
(a)

Students applying to Day Schools should be screened
carefully on academic aptitude and ability.

S.A.
(4) 40%

A.
(1) 10%

u.
(0)

D.
(2) 20%

(Total points received:
(b)

S.D.
(3) 30%

+1)

If a student cannot cope academically with the
day school program, he/she should be encouraged
'
I,'

, II
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to attend another institution, even though the
religious atmosphere would be absent.

u.

A.

S .A.
(1)

10%

(2)

20%

(4)

D.
(3)

40%

S.D.
30%

(Total points received:

(0)

+1)

(c) . The average Day School Student would achieve
well in any good private school.

A.

S.A.
(6)

(4)

GO%

40%

u.

D.

( 0)

( 0)

S.D.
(0)

{Total points received:

+16)

Analysis.--The internal conflict within the administrator concerning the problem student is certainly evident on
this issue.

There seems to be, on the one hand, an emotional

desire by the administrator to keep the student within a
Jewish school, and yet, an intellectual understanding that not
all students can cope with a dual program.

This is most

apparent by the number of administrators who were "undecided"
on statement (b) of this issue.·

Many of the schools were em-

barking on special programs in order to aleviate this problem.
Two of the schools had begun testing their students for learning disabilities problems, and had hired special consultants
in this area.

One administrator phrased it this way:

must find a solution to this problem!

"We

We cannot deny a child

a Jewish education if he and his parents want one.

•

II

As stated above, the follow-up interview was utilized
as a tool to gather data on the philosophical and ideological
aspects of the day school, in order to gain some insight

J
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into the financial operations of these types of educational
institutions.

As such, it was done in conjunction with the

initial questionnaire sent out to all of the day schools.
There are, therefore, many areas where the results of the
interview have direct bearing on the results obtained through
the use of the questionnaire.

Chapter VI will discuss these

areas and explore their significance.

CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOM}1ENDATIONS
The primary purpose of this study was to examine the
cost quality relationship of education in connection with the
Jewish Day School.

The data used to examine this relationship

were obtained through the use of a questionnaire, which was

I

sent to all of the day schools participating in this study.
In addition, in order to gain insight into the
philosophical aspects of the day school movement, and how
these aspects influence .the financial operations of the day
school an interview was conducted with ten of the school
administrators who had responded to the initial questionnaire.
Conclusions of This Study
The. results of this study indicate that the cost quality relationship is not a significant factor in predicting
elementary day school students' achievement in the areas of
reading and mathematics, as measured by standardized achievement tests.
In terms of the five hypotheses stated in Chapter IV,
the conclusions of this study would read as follows:
Hypothesis I
There is no significant relationship between teacher
salary costs and scholastic achievement.
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conclusion:

This study affirms this hypothesis for both

reading and mathematics.
Hypothesis II
There is no significant relationship between instructional
costs and scholastic achievement.
Conclusion: · This study affirms the hypothesis for both reading
and mathematics, and indicates a negative relationship between
instructional supplies and materials and mathematics.
Hypothesis III
There is no significant relationship between teacher
experience and scholastic act.icvement.
Conclusion:

This study rejects a portion of the null hypothesis,

and indicates that teacher experience is a positive predictor
of scholastic achievement in the area of reading.

In the area

of mathematics however, the null hypothesis is affirmed.
Hypothesis IV
There is no significant relationship between per-pupil
costs and scholastic achievement.
Conclusion:· This study affirms the hypothesis for both reading and mathematics.
Hypothesis V
There is no significant difference in scholastic achievement
in the areas of reading and mathematics of day school elementary students in schools of various expenditure levels.
Conclusion:

This study affirms the null hypothesis for both

reading and mathematics.
In addition this study indicates that, in the area of
reading, day school elementary students who come from homes

... ,.1!

I•"

~ ' ;I I

which are religiously oriented and who have parents committed
to the day school philosophy will achieve significantly higher

,, 'I
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than day school students who come from homes in which the day
school philosophy is accepted only as a matter of need or convenience, and that children from homes classified as "professional" tend to achieve higher standardized scores than children
from homes classified as skilled laborers, or blue and white
collar workers; while in the area of mathematics, the most
important predictor of success is family income.
In order to understand these conclusions, it becomes
necessary to analyze them in terms of the responses of the administrators to the follow-up

int~rview,

and in terms of the

organizational structure of the Jewish Day School.
Mention was made in Chapter IV of the unique structure
of the elementary day school.

As contrasted with the majority

of public and private schools, the distinctive feature of the
day school is that students learn in half a day what· is normally
covered by other educational institutions in a full day of
academic studies.
The classroom instruction, by necessity, is both intense and direct.
There are obviously both pro's and con's to this approach to education.

Academically, the day school student

achieves as well as his counterpart in the public and/or private school.

His achievement scores are usually well above the

national norms.
However, due to this basic limitation of time, there
are numerous enrichment and co-curricular programs that are
denied the average day school student, often excluding him
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from valuable learning experiences.

These programs, though often

immeasurable by a particular achievement test, give the non-day
school students a special sense of awareness and depth of the
world around him.
This difference in academic orientation and programming
has a marked effect on the over-all cost of operating a school.
While the non-day school administrator justifiably seeks out
special educational hardware to supplement the basic text books
used in the classroom, the day school administrator must realize
that, due to the time

limitation~

placed upon his academic pro-

gram, such materials will only' increase his expenditures without drastically altering his school's potential for academic
success.

Indeed, in some instances, like mathematics, the

added expenditure of equipment will have an adverse effect on
the school's potential for success.
This, unfortunately, is often a difficult lesson for
the day school administrator to. learn.

In a society that

stresses educational attainment, in which schools compete in
every possible form and manner for students, it is only natural
for administrators to be desirous of possessing the latest in
educational know-how and equipment.
As pointed out in the interview section of Chapter V,
the vast majority of day school administrators indicated that
the day school must compete with other public and private schools.
These same administrators stated that they could not vie financially with other educational institutions, and often had to
limit their educational program.
there.

Obviously, the anxiety

~s

•
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What is ironic about this situation is that even if the
day school administrator had ample funds to purchase these educational supplements, the basic structure of his educational
program would have to remain unchanged.

The cost expended

would not be justified by the results achieved.
This difference between the day school and other educational institutions explains why the cost quality relationship
was not a significant factor in predicting the a6hievement
scores attained by day school students.

Indeed, an abundance

of educational materials would nuc be advantageous to either
the student or the teacher.
However, the quality of instruction would be most important.

An experienced teacher, well versed in the subject matter,

would determine the level of the achievement attained by the stuj

I

dent.

Such a teacher, understanding the important goals and ob-

jectives that need to be reached, yet realizing the various
limitations of the program, especially from the perspective of
time, would be the most important asset available to the school.
The conclusions of this study confirm the importance of
the teacher as the most important instructional variable.

But

only in the area of reading, and not in the area of mathematics.
In light of the distinctions made, in Chapter V, between reading and mathematics, this finding is not surprising.

In order to

obtain an experienced and qualified teacher for mathematics, the
day school would have to pay a salary commensurate with the
teachers' ability.

But when the variable of teacher salary per-

pupil was analyzed, it was found to be insignificant.

This

1

l
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seems to reflect the calibre of teacher attracted to the day
school movement.

As the principal's themselves indicated when

asked about the quality of their instructional staff, the availability of additional funds for salaries would improve the level
of instruction.

Qualified and experienced teachers, like any

other group of professionals, are interested in receiving salaries that reflect their abilities and talents.
And indeed, it would appear that this is where all available funds should be expended.

Instead of attempting to vie

with other schools, through the purchase of educational soft
and hardware that will impress people, yet prove unimportant
for classroom instruction, it is much more important to use
these funds for the hiring of experienced and qualified teachers,
who will provide the students with quality education.

'i
I

In addition to this factor of salaries, the total re-

I! .

lationship of the day school to its General Studies staff seems
to be a most important variable•

As indicated in Chapter V,

most of the day schools consider their General Studies teachers
as secondary to their religious teachers, while capitalizing on
the quality of their General Studies program as the main selling
point of the school to potential parents and students.

In ad-

dition, as indicated by a majority of principals, most parents
would complain more over the inadequacy of the General Studies
staff as contrasted with the religious staff.

From the perspec-

tive of the teacher, this must be a most upsetting situation.
To be aware of the fact that the school, to some extent, stands
or falls on one's ability to teach, and yet, officially, from
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the school's point of view, one is but a secondary citizen in
those areas that are most important--salary and fringe benefits.

What the effect of this situation is within the classroom

itself is unknown, but it is conceivable to speculate that it
has some effect, irregardless of the teacher's pride in her or
his work.
Another important point, worthy of consideration and
study by day school administrators, is parent education and a
clear and definitive statement on the objectives of the school.
As indicated in this study, the role of the parents, as refleeted in their attitude towards the school, is a most important variable.

Children, whose parents are interested in

education and supportive of their school, will do better in
their studies.

Speculation could produce numerous reasons

as to why this is so.

Suffice it to say that a child, who

realizes that his parents are behind the school, and dedicated
to the school, will internalize
more productive student.

th~se

same values and be a

The obligation, however, falls

upon the school to educate the parents in this direction.
The administrators, when interviewed, seemed to appreciate
the importance of this factor, yet responded that their schools
were doing a poor job in this crucial area.

This would also

account for the apprehensions felt by the administrators
that their students were not adopting the religious standards
and teachings of their institutions.
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~ecommendations

from this Study

Based upon the above-stated conclusions, the following
summarized recommendations are most applicable for the Day
School Administrator.
1.

Instructional materials and supplies.--The Day

School Administrator should be extremely cautious in expending
funds for supplementary classroom materials and supplies,
especially in the area of mathematics.

The nature of his edu-

cational program, especially from the perspective of time
alloted to the General Studies.curricula, does not allow the~
student or the teacher to make much use of such equipment.
The educational demands .that are placed on both the teacher
and the student within the day schools are great, in that
only half a day is allowed for the General Studies program.
To overburden the teacher and the student with such material
is not only frustrating, but most unrealistic.
I

2.

General Studies Staff. --This study has shown that

the most important instructional variable within the day
school is the teacher.

In addition, this study has reported

on the comments of day school administrators attesting to the
fact that the reputation which a school achieves is directly
related to the quality of its General Studies Staff.
Based upon these two findings, the following recommendations seem most prudent:

(a) The Day School Adminis-

l1
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trator should hire teachers based upon their abilities, experience and qualifications, and not upon the financial savings
a particular teacher affords the institution.

(b) General

studies teachers should receive the same salary and fringe
benefits as do the Religious teachers.
These recommendations are applicable for all teachers,
especially those chosen to teach mathematics.

The hiring of

qualified and experienced teachers is the day school administrator's best assurance of attaining educational excellence
for his institution.
3.

Parent education.--This study has shown that the

attitude of the parent towards the day school is an important
predictor of student achievement, especially in the area of
reading.

In addition, this study has reported on the comments

of day school administrators, expressing their concern over
the apparent conflict between school directed goals and objectives, and home-directed goals and objectives.
These findings underscore the necessity for the day
school administrator to institute parent education for the
parents of his school.

Such a program, if carried out success-

fully would improve parent-school relationships, thereby fostering a positive attitude within the parents toward the school,
and would alleviate much of the conflict that develops between
the school and the home.
The day school, due to its religious philosophy, is
different than the typical public or private school, and
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parents need to understand what these differences mean in terms
of educational instruction.

The most constructive way of in-

forming them on this issue, is through the use of a broad and
meaningful program in parent education.
some Difficulties in Completing
This Study
This study took a long time to complete.

The most

difficult aspect of doing this study was in gaining the confidence of the day school administrators.

When the initial

questionnaire was sent out, with ~ request that the questionnaire be returned in two weeks,' only ten of the forty schools
responded.

A second letter, followed up by individual tele-

phone calls eventually brought in another twenty-six responses.
A third letter, to the remaining four administrators, went unheeded, and they and their schools were not included· within
this study.
Even more surprising was the nature of the responses.
About· half of the administrators answered the questionnaire,
but refused to divulge their achievement scores.

One admin-

istrator simply wrote "None of your business," to the question
dealing with achievement scores.

Only after repeated as-

surances over the telephone, and in a letter, that none of the
schools would be recorded individually with their scores, did
the information become available.
Editorializing is certainly not permissible when doing
a research study, but valid criticism is, especially when it

-
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is related to one of the basic conclusions of the study.

A

school, any school, should be open to inspection, whether by
parents or by interested and constructive individuals.

A

i

school should stand or fall on its level of educational
achievements.

And if a school administrator is fearful of

allowing such an inspection of his educational institution,
then it may very well be that the students attending that institution are being short-changed in their quest for quality
education.
Perhaps this is the reason that parent-education is a
problem within the day school movement.

Sometimes, an in-

dividual administrator has more to lose than to gain by
dealing with his parents in an open, honest and direct manner.
Recommendations for Further Studies
The number of research studies on the day school

ri

movement is extremely limited, and any worthwhile study would
be advantageous.

The day school remains one of the most fer-

tile areas in education for research and analysis.
Among the possible studies that could be done, and
that are related to this project are the following:

i
I

~

I

(1)

How do Jewish all-day students adjust in their
daily experiences as compared with children who
attend other schools, public and private?

(2)

How do the children who attend all-day schools
adjust in adult life as compared with those who
attend other schools, public or private?

I

(3)

Where there is a conflict between the philosophy
and program of the all-day school and the teachings and degree of religious observance at home,
what effect could it have upon the child's religious, social and emotional development?

(4)

How can the day school receive greater community
acceptance and recognition as an institution which
can make a contribution to the educational needs
of the community?

(5)

What are the attitudes and feelings of the General
Studies staff of the all-day school?

I
}

'
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Part
1.

I--Gene~al

Information

Which grades are offered by your educational institution?
(Please place a check in all grades offered.)
N
K
·1
2
3
4
5
6

----

------8------9------10------11------12------

7
2.

Do you rent facilities?

3.

If the answer to question 2 is no, do you have your own
building? _ _ _ _ __

4.

What percentage of your budget is spent for rent or
maintenance of your own facility?

--------

----------

5.

In describing your school population, please place a
check in the appropriate space.
(a)

The majority of parents are:
Blue Collar Workers
White Collar Worker_s__
Professionals

skilled laborers

(b)

Most families are: lower middle class
Middle class ___Upper middle class ___

(c)

Most parents send their children to the day school:
because of its religious program
, because it is
a good private school
, because they are desirous
of avoiding the public-8chools ___

(d)

Most parents are: uninvolved in the school
moderately involved ___ , highly involved___

(e)

Most parents are: Orthodox Jews
, Reform___unaffiliated

, Conservative

6.

Please indicate the tuition in your school

7.

What is your total operating budget for the year

---------

------

Person answering this questionnaire
Official position with

----------------school
---------------------------
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Part II--Pupil Information
1.

Please indicate the number of students attending your
school in grades Kindergarten - Eighth __________________

2.

What is the budget allocation for educational materials
and supplies?

-----------------------

3.

What is the pupil-teacher ratio for students in grades
K-8?

---------------------

4.

Please indicate the mean I.Q. for students in grades 7
and 8.
7
, 8

------------

5.

Which I.Q. test is used in your school?

6.

Please list the mean percentile scores for reading and
arithmetic achievement tests ;iven in grades 7 and 8.

-----------

Grade 8

Grade 7
Subject

Mean Percentile

Subject

Reading

Reading

Arithmetic

Arithmetic

Mean Percentile

7.

Please name the achievement test given in these ·two grades.

8.

What percentage of students receive scholarships offered
by your school?
-------------~------

I,
111,
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Part III--Teachers
The following questions deal with financial and educational information in regard to teachers. As explained in
the accompanying letter, all answers should be in relation to
General Studies teachers only. General Studies teachers as
used in this study refers only to classroom teachers who teach
general or secular classes.
Consultants, librarians, and
specialty teachers, etc., who teach part time ARE NOT classified as General Studies teachers.
1.

Does your school have a salary scale for teachers?

2.

If the answer to question 1 is yes, what is the first or
beginning step of your salary scale?

3.

If the answer to question 1 5s yes, what is the last or
final step of your salary scale?

4.

What is the median salary of your General Studies staff?

5.

What is the total budgeted allocation for teachers
salaries?

6.

How many years of teaching experience does your average
teacher have?

7.

Are all of your teachers required to be certified by the
State?

8.

If the answer to question 6'is no, do you make any effort
to hire only certified teachers?

9.

How many General Studies teachers are employed by your
school?
(Please include only those teachers who teach
in grades Kindergarten through eighth.)

I

iII
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Dear Chaver:
As administrators of Day Schools, there are many
problems which confront us on a daily basis. Two of these
problems deal with the lack of research which has been done
on the Day School movement in general, and in the area of
finances in particular. We are usually forced to examine the
research which has been done on the public schools, and hope
that said research is applicable to our unique situation.
I am now in the midst of writing a dissertation on
the Day School movement, with particular emphasis on cost
quality.
It is the aim of my dissertation to relate finances
with school achievement, in order to determine where monies
within our system should best be spent in order to produce the
best results.
In order to complete this study however, I need
your help and assistance.
Enclosed with this letter, you will find a questionnaire.
I would request that you complete this questionnaire
and return it to me by
I have tried to make
the questionnaire as simple as possible, realizing how busy
you must be with day to day operations of school.
In filling
out the questionnaire, PLEASE KEEP IN MIND THAT ALL QUESTIONS
APPLY TO THE GENERAL STUDIES OR SECULAR DEPARTMENT ONLY.
All information is most pertinent and important.
I shall be taking the liberty of calling you 1n about
two weeks to answer any questions relating to the study.
I
trust that this meets with your approval.
When this dissertation ~s completed, I will send you
a copy of the results, as a small token of my gratitude for
generous assistance.
May the school year be a most rewarding and successful
one.
Sincerely yours,

Rabbi Harvey Well
Principal

I~
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Directions
Please place one of the following five responses after
each statement:
(1) Strongly Agree, (2) Agree, (3) Undecided,
(4) Disagree, (5) Strongly Disagree. These responses should
describe your perception and feelings towards the statement.
Your verbal comments towards any of the statements is encouraged during the interview.
Finances
1.

Finances is the most serious problem facing .the day
school.

2.

The Day School Administrator often finds it necessary
to limit the educational program due to a lack of funds.
General Information

3.

Another problem of serious consequences for day schools
is the decreasing enrollment.

4.

Administrators of day schools are behind times in developing effective public relation programs.

5.

Most parents enroll their children in day schools because
of a strong commitment to Jewish values and tradition.

6.

Most parents enroll their children in day schools to
avoid public education.

7.

The lower day school tuition attracts many parents.

8.

The day school does an effective job of providing parents
with an understanding of the goals of its program and
curriculum.

9.

Most parents encourage their children to adopt the religious standards taught in the day school.

10.

The day school needs to compete, academically with programs offered by other public and private institutions.
Teacher Variables

11.

Teachers on the General Studies staff receive the same
fringe benefits as those on the Religious staff.

r
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12.

Teachers on the General Studies staff receive the same
salary as those on the Religious staff.

13.

The day school is able to attract financially, teachers
with outstanding abilities and skills.

14.

Teachers on the General Studies staff exhibit the same
pride and allegiance to the school as do those on the
Religious staff.

15.

Parents would complain more over inadequate instruction
in the General Studies staff than in the Religious staff.
Student Variables

16.

Students applying to Day Schools should be screened
carefully on academic aptitude and ability.

17.

If a student cannot cope academically with the day
school program, he/she should be encouraged to attend
another institution even though the religious atmosphere
will be absent.

18.

The average Day School student would achieve well in any
good private school.

il
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APPENDIX D
SU¥.1MARY TABLES

Tabl..e

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

DEPENDENT VARIABLE ••
PARAMETERS,.

• • • • • • • •

READING

HAKIHUH STEP

REAOI~G

11oo

~

H U L T I P L E

ACHIEVEMENT

TO ENTER

SCO~E.

Z.O~OOOQ.,

9
R

~

G R E S S I 0 N

•

• • • • • • •

•

• • • • • • • •

• • •

• • •

GRADE 4

TOLERANCE

z.ooouJO

HEAN RESPONSE
VARIABLEISI ENTERED

0~

STEP NUHBER

HUL TIPLE R
R SQUARE
STO DEVIATION

• 51849
.66928
5.67555

COEFFICIENT OF VARIABILITY

--------------------VARIABLE

1 ••

SAlA'n
IQ
MATER
INVOLVE
INCOME
EXPfR
PROF
SAL PUP
AFFIL
EXPEND
REASON

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
REG~ESS ION
RESIDUAL

OF
11.
7.

SUH OF SQUARES
'+56.30669
225.~8276

STO ERROR B

---------------------F

BETA

--------------------SIGNIFICANCE
ElASTICITY
SALARY

olt8570039E•03

o29511613E•OZ

,Z70 86J83E•C 1
.871t

IQ

• 560 .. 0213

• 760,8956

.5~358820

HATER

•,2788018tE•01

,83844374E·01

... 85
.11057158
.7 .. 9

INVOLVE

-2.~879219

8o1GH320

.91t2~5467E-~1

INCOHE

1·4100580

5.5171721

EXPER

.9 .. 679932

• 77691959

PROF

6.9636733

... 5207303

SAl PUP

.21337135E•01

,3062 .. 215E•01

AFFIL

... 73291t75

s.751t&91t7

.768
,65319202E•O 1
.806
1 ... 6~1275
.2&2

EXPEND

•o12759911E•O Z

• 76401121E•02

REASON

•11. 38 "21tZ

7 ... 5r.o 142

-15.781tlo29

93.787059

ICONSUNTI

HEAN SQUARE
lt1olt8Zit3
JZo2118J

F
SIGNIFICANCE
1o287ao
.JaG

7,681 PERCENT

VARIABlES IN THE EQUATION

B

HEOIAN TEACHER SALARY
MEAN IQ LEVEL fOR GRADE 8
INSTRUCTIONAL. MATERIALS COST PER PUPil
PARENTS INVOLVEMENT I~ THE SCHOOl
PARENTS INCONE CLASS
MEAN TEACH£~ ~XPt~ItNCE IN YEARS
PARENTS PROFESSION GROUP
TEACHER. SALARY COST PE~ PUPIL
PARE~TS RELIGIOUS AFFILIATIO~
YEARLY EKPENOITURE PER PUPil
PARENTS REASO~ FOR USING THE SCHOOl

2.3727915
.167
,47916842
.511
.b761t2366
... 38

o27893QJ7E•01
.872
2.3325332
.171
o283251JJE•01
• 871

•••••••••• VARIABLES NOT IN THE EQUATION •••••••••••
VARIABLE

PARTIAL

TOllRANCE

F

SIGNIFICANCE

.0580716
.02667
.1817132
.88172
•,116:HD5
-.~1633

-.151<tlt52
-.02835
.0763707
.01908
.3103113
,Q89J5
.5119~0 ..
.25791
.2~1t3376
• ~ 81t27

.3900956
• 02697

-·''011523
-.uzo~a

-.8333839
-.1uS1t1

.....

f'-'

-...I

Table 10
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
DEPENDENT VARIABLE ••

READING ACHIEVEMENT

RC:AOING

VARIABLEISI REMOVED ON STEP NUH9ER
HUL TIPLE R
R SQUARE
STD DEVIATION

.81731
• 668~0
5.31925

COEFFICIENT OF VARIABILITY

--------------------VARIABLE

2 ••

SALARY

SCO~~.

GRADE 8

MEDIAN TEACHER SALARY

ANALYSIS OF·VAPIANCE
REGR~SSION

OF
10 •

SUH OF SQUARES
455.Ct3419
226.35529

e.

qESIDUAL

MEAN SQUARE
45.54342
26.29441

f
1.6~963

STD ERROR B

---------------------F

BETA

---------VARIABLE

VARIABLES NOT IN TH£ EQUATION
PARTIAL

TOLERANCE

--------------------SIGNIFICANCE
ELAST ICHY
IQ

• 58333377

SIGNIFICANCE
.256

7.198 PERCENT

VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION

B

R E GR E S S I 0 N • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

HUL T I P L E

.70030141

.&9384763
.~+29

HATER

-.324761711£-01

• 740 90140 E-D 1

INVOLVE

-3.3602367

5.71+57257

INCOME

1.7669572

4.75'+&1+32

EXPER

.96921675

.71666635

PROF

7.3660619

3o4678774

SAL PUP

.2Ct61&286E-111

• 220 '+2 652£-01

AFFIL

5.1627292

... 8061448

EXPEND

-.12410599E-02

• 71577205E-02

REASON

-12.1727&&

5.3517977

I CONSTANT)

-17.630433

67.12370&

.19215966
.673
.34201679
.575
o13611i716
• 720
1. 8279622
.213
4.1+644151
• 067
1. 24 711+63
.297
1.1536915
.314
• 300 632S&E-U1
.667
5.173'+374
.t 53
.41664264E-01
• 643

.1891489
• 917 60
-.1357253
-.02135
-.2045446
-.03629
.0~570119

.02391
.3176592
.uH47
.5 .. 29517
.27356
.2618884
.09722
.42 55168
.02942
-.(i 59'+7 62
-.u1972
-.9445711
-.11271

----------F

-----------SIGNIFICANCE
SALARY

.06209

.37948

• 270 86383E-01
.871t

Table 11
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
DEPENDENT VARIABLE ••

REAOING

VARIABLElSl REHOVEO ON
HUL TIPLE R
R SQUARE
STD DEVIATION

ST~P

• 81655
• 66675
5.02445

COEFFICIENT OF VARIABILITY

--------------------VARIABLE

MU l T I P L E

READING ACHIEVEMENT SCORE. GRADE 8

NUHBER

3 ••

EXPEND

YEARLY EXPENDITURE PER PUPIL

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
REGRESS IO t.
RESIDUAL

OF
9.
9.

SUM OF SQUARES
454.58357
227.20 591

STO ERROR B

---------------------F

BETA

--------------------SIGNIFICANCE
ELASTICITY
IQ

.58293492

HEAN SQUARE
50.50929
25.2'+510

F
SIGNIFICANCE
2.00076
.158

6o799 PERCENT

VARIASLES IN THE EQUATION

8

R E G R E S S I 0 N • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

.66148635

"ATER

-.38467785£-01

• &1911473 e-o 1

INVOLVE

-3.50 86845

5.3667004

INCOHE

2.065967&

4.1852695

EXPER

.97&41625

.o7&0006D

PROF

7.4615295

3.2532828

SALPOP

o24215&48E•01

oZ0711&310E•01

AFFIL

5o004&&59

... '+573695

REASON

-12.452325

Ito 8203250

lCONSTANTI

•19o0&1Clt4

82.021685

.77660174
.401
.3~605759

• 550
olt2743876
.530
.243&7364
.E33
2.086295&
.163
5.266556&
.C.47
1.3&7&871
.272
1o26C&It53
• £91
6.&734173
.t 30
o54L052'+9E•Q1
.821

o1CS90195
.91717
-.1607557
-.112529
-·2135812
-.G3999
.11189&8
.02796
o3211J182
oil9215
.5499&81
.27709
o277Jjw5
.095&4
o'+121t'310
.(.21:152
-.96&26'+0
-.11530

---------VARIABLE

Vo\RIABLES NOT IN TH£ EQUATION
PARTIAL

TOLERANCE

----------F

------------

SIGNIFICANCE
SALARY

• 0 &0 25

o3 7971

'EXPEND

-.0&119

o35267

.29141575£-01
.8&9
.3u06325&E-111
o867

Table 12

VARIABLEISI REMOVED ON STEP NUH6ER
HUL TIPLE R
R S141JARE
STO DEVIATION

--------------------VARIABLE

IQ

TH~

STD ERROR B

•

•

•

SUH OF SQUARES
ltlt8olt3200
233.35747

OF

s.

10o

HEAN SQUARE
5&.05400
23.33575

.555276111

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

F
SIGNIFICANCE
2o4D2B7
o097

-----·---------------F

!lETA

---------VARIABLE

VARIABLES NOT IN THE EQUATION •••••••••••
PARTIAL

TOLERANCE

.&3369396

•3.459&191

5.15667&11

EXPER

• 91t0 2531t6

.61t61l61t&

PROF

7o71t65561

3o061t9496

SAL PUP

.21550039£-01

o1921d964E•Q1

AFFIL

5.21654711

4o2655766

REASON

•12o21t7220

4.6172051

I CONSTANT)

-13.965345

78.231911t

.7&781915
.401
,JJZ42B2'+
.577
o41t972421
.• 516
2.117761+3
.176
6.3055235
.031
1o2572891t
.266
1olt955821t
o21t9
7. 0358511t
.021t
• 31866580E-O 1
• 862

o11100511l
o87365
•o141cl387

-.02231
-.21059'+5
-,()3943
o3061b59
.06873
,569'+502
,26b91
o21tb7759
.u8511
... 29951t5
, G29 72
-.9503 .. 64
-.1131t0

F

-----------SIGNIFICANCE

--------------------ELAST ICIT't'
SIGNIFICANCE
• 58867608£•01

INVOLVE

¥

PARENTS INCOME CLASS

INCOME

EQUATION

-.33941056£.•01.

HATER

E S S I 0 N • • • • • • • • • • •

6o537 PERCENT

VARIABLES IN

B

'+••

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
REGRESSION
RESIDUAL

• 81100
.&5773
4o83071

COEFFICIENT OF VARIABILITY

~

READING ACHIEVEMENT SCOREt GRADE 8

READING

DEPENDENT VARIABLE,,

RE G

MU L T 1 P L E

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

SALARY

.12060

olt5590

EXPEND

-.11516

o4J610

It-!COHE

.1&236

.720&1

.13263356
.724
.12095191
• 736

o21t367364
,633

.....
w

0

Table 13

.
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
DEPENDENT VARIABLE ••

READING

• 80396
o61t&J5
4.&8183

COEFFICIENT OF VARIABILITY

--------------------VARIABLE

5 ••

HATER

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS COST PER PUPIL

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
REGRESSIOti
RESIDUAL

DF
7.
11.

SUH OF SQUARES
1+40.&7451+
241.11493

HE4N SQUARE
62.95351
21.91954

F
SIGNIFICANCE
2o872J3
o057

6o 336 PERCENT

VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION

B

R E G R E S·S I 0 N

READING ACHIEVEMENT SCORE, GRADE 8

VARIABLElS) REMOVED ON STEP NUHaER
MULTIPLE R
R SQUARE
· STD DEVIATION

HULT I P LE

STD ERROR B

---------------------F

BETA

---------VARIABLE

VARIABLES NOT IN THE EQUATION
PARTIAL

TOLERANCE

SALARY

ol&ltltO

olt9525

EXPEND

-.17616

olt8555

INCOME

.131'+0

.73677

-.17937

.5&556

--------------------SIGNIFICANCE
ELASTICITY
IQ

.53576217

o&13269JO

-2.7180962

lto81t20211t

EX PER

.6&1t5145lt

• &1311517

PROF

7.6925529

2o9881t9&1

SAL PUP

o16150407E•01

.17728395E•01

AFFIL

4. 2548418

3. 6049425

REASON

•12.2£2278

..... 7 .. 8355

lCONSTANTl

-11.88 860&

75.740488

INVOLVE

.76321296
o401
.31512019
.58&
1.9882C19
.186
6. 6257585
.02&
1o01t61752
.328
1o251i4624
• 267
7. Sli 91051
.~19

.1737300
• 8lt298
-.1&5lt5&1t
-.03098
.2833427
.08159
o5651t60'+
.26491
.21176457
.u7166
.35066':15
.02'+24
-.95151&9
-.11354

HATER

----------F
-----------SIGNIFICANCE
.27777610
.610
.3202&814
.564
.175&6810
.681t
.3321t2621t
o577

o24b38642E-01
• 678

.....
w
.....

Table 14
• •· • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

VARIABLEISI REMOVED ON STEP NUH9ER
HUL TIPLE R
R SQUARE
STD DEVIATION

.7'37&3
• &3&22
lto54626

COEFFICIENT OF VARIABILITY

--------------------VARIABLE

UL T I P L E

RE GR E S S I 0 N • • • • • • • • • • • • •

&••

INVOLVE

• • • • • • • • •

PARENTS INVULVlHENT IN THE SCHOOL

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
REGRESSIOh
RESIDUAL

OF

&.
12.

SUI1 OF SQUARES
lt33.7&725
248o0i2222

F
SIGNIFICANCE
3.4'3781
.031

HEAN SQUARE
72.2'3454
20.&&852

6.152 PERCENT

VARIAdLES IN THE EQUATION

B

~

READING ACHIEVEMENT SCORE, GRADE 8

~C:AOING

DEPENDENT VARIABLE••

~

STD ERROR B

IQ

.5408&289

.5951t6&11

EXPER

.98647208

.55&7312'3

PROF

7. 2615900

2. 801t5728

SAL PUP

o15120002E•D1

.16397526E-D1

AFFIL

2.7968633

2.7033418

REASON

-10 .lt09835

2. 93 lt6 21&

!CONSTANT)

-14+ .20 9464

73.437720

---------------------BETA
F
--------------------ELASTICITY
SIGNIFICANCE
.82501200
• 382
3.13'36290
o102
&. n 39366
.021t
e65C25054
• 375
1.0719176
.321
12.5612b5
.t 04
.37438377E-01
.850

.1753775
• 85(i '37
e323314C
olo9Jl0
.5338003
.2o895
.1731'+3&
• ii5972
.230t>859
.01595
-.81177728

----------

VARIABLES NOT IN THE EQUATION
PARTIAL

TOLERANCE

SALARY

.228&8

.74250

EX PEN(·

-.17735

olt6579

IN CO HE

.13274

• 7 3 7J 5

INVOLVE

-.16&66

.37.106

HATER

-.129&7

.60304

VARIABLE

----------F

-----------SIGNIFICANCE·
.60i'>99448
.452
.35720258
.562
.19728709
.&&&
.3151201'3
.586
.18811032
.673

-.Jg&J9

·--

--·

~~-

··--

--

·--

- -

--

•

Table 15
MU L T I P L ~

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
DEPENDENT VARIABLE ••

RE:AOING

VARIABLECSI REMOVED ON STEP
HUL TIPLE R
R SQUARE
STO DEVIATION

• 7 818&
• 611l1
4.~1556

COEFFICIENT OF VARIABILITY

--------------------VARIABLE

REAOING

NUHBE~

7 ••

ACHIEVEM~NT SCOR~,

IO

MEAN IO LEVEL FOK GRADE 8

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
REGRESS IO ~
RESIDUAL

OF
5.
13.

SUM

OF SOUAKI:.S
41o. 71547
2&S.074oa

HE.AN SQUARE
83.34309
20.39031

F
SIGNIFICANCE
looOcH 39
o019

6·111 PERCENT

VARIA9LES IN THE EQUATION

6

R l G ~ E S S I 0 N • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
GRADE 8

STD ERROR B

---------------------F

BE.T A

------------ ---------ElASTICITY

---------VARIABLE

VARIABLES NOT IN THE
PARTIAL

EQUATIO~

TOLUANCE

.88672301

,54210670

PROF

6.4288084

2.&325735

SAL PUP

o11t862871t~-01

.16281t367E-01

AFFIL

3.1770914

z. 6530 3 99

-10.6 71t8h

2.6703142

51.881701t

9. 6& 1&373

REASON
CCONSTANTI

2.6755069
.126
5, 'H.34827
• 03il
• 8 33 0 3616
.378
1.431ti175Q
.252
1'+.35'+392
.002
27,f,77727
oLOJ

o29~o214

,Q.H68
.47bd24
o2381G
.17Jl':l92

SALARY

.24&03

.75038

EXPEND

-.15806

.lt8712

IQ

.25363

oLH315

INCOME

.10861

.71t130

Ir~VOLVE.

-.16515

.3701&

HATER

-.11120

,&Qit89

.05137~

o26B6'0
ol.l811J
-.~433538

F

-----------SIGNIFICANCE

SIG~IFlCANCE.

EXPER

•••••••••••

-.1u;6'J

• 77317255
.397
o307lto760
.589
.62501200
.382
o11t377797
.711
o33&4721t2
• 5 73
o15U 23&14
.705

.......

w

w

~~AOJ:HG

VARIABLEISI RfHOVEO ON STEP

NUHBE~

6o071t

COEFFICIENT Of VARIABILITY

---------------------

TEACH~~

COST PER PUPIL

SALA~Y

...

OF

HE.AN SQUARE
9\lo93Zit0
Z0o1't713

SUH 0 f SOUA RES
3\1~.72961

zaz.CS\186

14o

f
SIGNIFICANCE
... 9&013
.011

PE~CENT

VARiABLES IN THE EOUA TI ON

B

VARIABLE

SALPUP

ANALYSIS Of VARIANCE
REGRESSION
RESIDUAL

• 7&5 70
.58&2\1
..... 885b

MULTIPLE R
R. SQUARE
STD DEVIATION

e ••

---------------------f

STO ERROR B

BETA

---------VARIABLE

VAlUABLES NOT lN
PAR.TIAI.

TH~

EQUATION

TOLERANCE

.93091t665

PROF

5e791t5709

2.521t0183

AFFII.

3. &97 6\163

2.5755013

REASON
. CCONSTANT I

3.008&657
.105
5. 2705695
.n 38

.53670770

-10.539565

2.8296889

57.19811t0

7. 90 \191t4&

.3~51156

oll87 8£>
... 25\1595
.21 .. &1
o3H7&8\I
o02H7
-.8178391t
-.0975'1

2.0~12892

.173
13.872\122
.002
52 .z 89793
·'"0

F-LEVEI. OR. TOI.ERANCE-I.EVEI. INSUFFICIENT FOR

FURT~ER

f

-----------SIGNIFICANCE

--------------------SIGNIFICANCE
EI.AST I CITY
EX PER

----------

SALARY

.30431

• 8 3556

EXPEND

-.~6505

.s .... 7a

o21t160

.8133\1

IQ
INCOHE

.Oit315

.78711t

-.07770

... oa~ s

SAI.PUP

.Zit540

• a&oa5

H4TER

-.0 .. 587

.64172

INVOLVE

le32733ftlt
.270
o55245100E-01
.818
.8056&739
.386
o21o2 .. 5935E-01
.879
.789&89.,1tE-111
.783
.83303616
.378
• 27lt1lt5 BltE-01
.871

COMPUTATION.

COEFFICIENTS AND CONFIDENCE INTERVALS.
VARIABLE
EXPER
PROF
AFFIL
REASON
CONSTANT

95.C PCT CONFiilE.NCE INTERVAl.

STil ERROR B

B

• 53&70770
2o521tG18l
2.5755013
2.829&889
7.9o9qltlt&

• 93094&65
5o791t5709
3. &97&9&3
-10.539565
57o19811t0

-.22017E>h
o381C9009
-1.52&20 ....
-1&.&08&~ ..
.. o.23299&

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
DEPENDENT

VA~IABI.~

••

R.EA!liNG

VARIANCE/COVA~IANCE HAT~IX

OF THE VNNORHAI.IZEO

EXPE~

.2860&

PROF
REASON
AFFIL

.;,es~&

&.37~&7

• 11851
o119&4

-1.d&8&7

EXPtR

- ..... ~5Y

PROF

H Ul T I P L £

READING ACHIEVEMENT

e. 0071 ...
-3.8 3743
REASON

R~GRtSSION

bo&Jlt.l
AFF IL

SCC~Et

C1-SIGol PCT CONFIDENCE

z.~ezo1a1

1loZ08052
9.2215971
• - ... 470 .. 857
74ol&J2aJ

• R E G R ~ S ~ I 0 N

GRADE

~

COEFFICIENTS.

lNTE~VAI.

.J55271J7E-14.
o281t21709E-13t
o1lt210855E-13,

1. 8618933
11.589142
7 •.J953927

-.565~3'+19E-13,

-21.;.7912~

• 227373&8E-12,

114. 39&2d

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

• • • • • ••••••

... . .. .

DEPENDENT VARIABLE ••

R~AQING

Table 17

• •• • • •

HUL T I P L E

RE GR E

1

2
3
4

.5
6
7
8

VARIABLE
ENTERED
REKOVED
SALARY
IQ
HATER
INVOLVE
INCOHE
EXPE.R
PROF
SAL PUP
AFFIL
EXPEND
REASON
SALARY
EXPEND
INCOHE
HATER
INVOLVE

IO

SALPUP

I 0 N

••• • •

. . . . . . .. . . . . . . ...
~

READING ACHIEVEMENT SCORE, GRADE 8
S U H 11 A R Y

STEP

s s

F TO
SIGNIFICANCE
C:NTER OR REMOVE
.02709
.54359
.11057
.09425
.£.6532
1.48513
2.37279
.It 7917
.&7&42
.&2789
2.33253
.o 270 9
eli 3uil 6
.24367
.33243
o31512
.62501
.8 330 4

.874
.485
• 749
• 768
.806
.2&2
.1&7
.511
• 438
.872
.171
.871t
.6&7
• &33
.577
.5so
.382
.378

T AB L E

HUL TIPLE R R SQUARE
.45532
.lt71JQ&'
o490S7
.6il~t91

.61268
.69441t
.71882
e721o73
• 73756
.74771
.618<i9
.61731
.61655
• 611U,;
.6~J9b

.79763
.78180

.7&570

• 20731
• 220 9&
• 21tCJ66
• 36591
.37538
.48224
o51o71i
.5<:523
o544u3
.559~6

.&&928
·• 6&8C 0
.&6&75
.65773
.6 .. 635
• &.3&22
o&ll21
.so&2<l

R. SQUARE

SIHPLE. R

OVERALL F

.2a731
.01364
.01971
.12525
.009'+7
.10686
.034lt5
.00654
oll186t}
• 111505
.11020
-.00128
-.00125
-.00902
-.01136
-.111011
-.025(,1
-.02491

• 45532
.uJ 94
-.16334
.28153

1.28781)

.380

1· &0 96-3
2.0J076
2elt02u7
2.672113
3.49761
... 08739
lte%013

.zso-

CHANGE

SIGNIFICANCE

-.~5416

• 341o35
.1&907
.01904
-.10958
-.26421
-.54119
.45532
-.26421
-.ll541b
-.16034
• 26153
.11!194
.01904

.158
.097
.057
o031
o019
o011

Table 18
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

DEPENDENT VARIABLEoo
PARAHETERSoo

HAXIHUH STEP

lloo

VARIABLE!$) ENTERED ON STEP NUHBER

HUL TIPLE R
R SQUARE
STD DEVIATION

oh&lO
• 559&5
7o&Z61J

COEFFICIENT OF VARIABILITY

--------------------SALARY

loo

VARIABLES IN THE EQUA liON

B

•ol291t11t8JE•GZ

STD ERROR B

TO~E~ANCE

.~OlOGOoo

F TO REHOVE

o J9651o206E•O 2

.1126&0 13

INVOLVE

•o8G9215b7E·OZ

1Qo86937Z

INCOHE

16.'.127230

7 olt13J21b

EXPER.

oloZit92261

1o01t393Zit

PROF

olt1718736

6o071tlt213

SAL PUP

•o1Z375&06E•H

olt11t17925E•01

AFFIL

-1.&231t280

7o7321o761t

7o

---------13ETA

F

.101>50980
.• 751o
.113011>51
,71o7
1.&607796
,23&
.55223371oE-U&
.999
5o21370G8
,05&
.165&6181t
.&96
olt71&651t5E•02
.9'+7
oii\126Cit55E·~ 1
.77 ..
oltlt&76706E•D1
• 6'+il

o102b5877E•01

.6929669'+
olt33

•2o031o027&

1~o0158ZO

.~121o2G6~f-01

27.555322

126.01993

.e~os
o'+7811~17E•G1

• 851o57916E•OZ

SUH OF SQUARES
517,H51oU
lo07.101o6d

OF
11.

----------------------

-----------SIGNIFICANCE

•olltbO 5610

I CONSTANT)

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •·• • •

z.oaoooo

HEAN SQUARE
lo7o03595
58.15780

F
o8~&76

SIGNIFICANCE
o6J9

9olo7J PERCENT

HATER

REASON

E S S 1 0 N

GRADE 8

11EDIAN TEACHER SALARY
11EAN I~ LE~EL FOR GRAD£ 8
INSTRUCTIONAL HATERIALS COST PER PUPIL
PARENTS INVOL~£H£NT IN TH~ SCHOOL
PARE~TS INCOHE CLASS
H£AN TEACHi~ £XP~RIENCE IN Y~ARS
PAR€NTS PROFESSION GROUP
TEACHER SALARY COST PER PUPI~
PARLNT5 RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION
YEARLY EXPENOLTURE PE~ PUPIL
PARENTS REASON FOR USING TH~ SCHOOL

SALARY
IQ
HATER
INVOLVE
INCOME
EX PER
PROF
SAL PUP
AFFIL
EXPENO
REA SOt<

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
REGRESSION
RESIDUAL

1oJ213182

EXPEND

2.0~0000oo

F TO ENTER

o31tJ31obD3

IQ

FO~

80,50000

HEAN RESPONSE

VARIABLE

REG~

HU l T I P L l

HATH ACHIEVEMENT SCORE

.en

ELASTICITY

••••••••••
VARIABLE

V~RIABLES

PARTIAL

NOT IN THE EQUATION •••••••••••
TOLE~ANCE

F

SIGNIFICANCE

-.1328773
-.~&52'+

o095b071

... ~see

-.52'+1633
-.G6611o
-.0~0~230

-.OuOL6
.7673130
• 210 2 6
.11<;5972
• .:.J&61
.o 2&33&0
ov11o18
-.12170(16
•oU'tlt87
-.11'+90&'+
-. i10tllt9

• 3517137
o1Zio&5
-.13~:; .. ~0
-.~1729

1-'

w

0'\

Table 19
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
HATH

DEPENDENT VARIABLE ••

VARIABLE<S> REMOVED ON STEP
HUI. TIPLE R
R SQUARE
STO DEVIATION

HATH ACHIEVli1ENT SCORE
NUH~E.R

COEFFICIENT OF VARIABIL.ITY

VARIABLE

~

G

~

E S S I 0 N

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

GRADE 6

PARENTS INVOL.Vt.HENT IN THE SCHOOL.

INVOL.V€

OF
1Go

SUH OF SQUARES
~17.39537

e.

1t07.104b3

MEAN SQUARE.
51.73954
5U.66606

F
SIGNIFICANCE
1.01&73
.500

8o 6&2 PERCENT

VA~IABL.ES

a

FO~

ANALYSIS OF VAj:{IANCE
REGRESSION
RESIDUAL.

• 74610
o559o5
7o13H9

---------------------

2oo

R

H Ul T I P l E

IN THE EQUATION

STD ERROR 8

----------------------·
F

BETA

---------- VARIABLES NOT IN TH~ EQUATION -----·--·-VARIABLE

PARTIAl.

TOLERANCE

--------------------SIGNIFICANCE
ELASTICITY
SALARY
IQ
HATER

-.129222101:.-112
o343251t96
-.14&0 22&9

• 260&!10 88E•O 2
o91t81t5571t
o95491782E•01

INCOME

1&.925541

&o60G&'H5

EXPER

o421t96925

• 972119895

PROF

o'+11t7599&

lto79~o223

SAL. PUP

-.12394'+49€-01

ol:lb355~0E-D1

AFFIL

-1.&27&5&D

... 8983169

EXPEND
REASON
(CONSTANT>

.85447934E•Ol

.95202891E•02

-2.0278112

:;.1523563

27.5&1&18

117oo11t18

• 2120779&
oE57
.13t 9763&
• 727
2.3383455
.1&5
6.57514&9
• G33
o19C.B1848
.&7 ..
• 71t'J5&5 82E·Ii 2
.933
.16366249
.E96
.111. 41586
.748
.6G55&921
.396
.15469697
.701t
oSit914883E•c.l
o821

-.132&794
-.~&Silt
.~95:)818

.'+9575
-.s2 .. v3&3
-.uiS812
.7872345
.21J2b
o119o1ou
.03&82
.02611128
• ~o141u
-.12111659
- ... 4 .. 93
-.11"52056
-.00851
o3Sl6727
o121t61t
-.1351276
-·. ~o17 2'+

F

SIGNIFICANCE
INVOL.VE

-.il0026

o191t11t

• 552 23371tE•Dfo
o999

Table 20
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

MATH ACHIEVEMENT SCOqE

MATH

DEPENDENT VARIABLE ••

VARIABLECS) REMOVED ON STEP NUMBER
HUL TIPLE R
R SQUARE
STO DEVIATION

o71t762
o55921t
6.7267&

COEffiCIENT OF VARIABILITY

--------------------VARIABLE

MU L T I P L E

J ••

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
REGRESSION
RESIDUAL

•

• • •

• •

•

• •

• • •

PROFESSION

IQ
MATER

-.12099295E-DZ
o316381t6l
-.11t5781i98

STD ERROR B

o2't902967E-D2
• 8 .. 5 378ft&
.90ii31t179E-il1

SUH OF SQUARES
517.01393
.. o7.~t8607

f)F

9.
9.

---------------------F

.23&05759
.&39
o11t1.061t78
.717
2. 6217235

BETA

7 ... oo~tz~o3
.C21t
o2'l623C17
ob60
o222433C6
.& .. a
.11653885
.741
• 697 0 296(1
.368

-.121t231l1
-.1)&099
.088J'J96
.ltjb91t
-.5231688
-.011797
.787&751
.211137
o115ou3&
.03!;>58
-.1269762
-.0 .. 755
-.10964&3
-. inl812
o31t6o172
.12.356

.1&~20252

-.127~.;91

• 693

- ••ae.2 ..

.litO

INCOME

1&.935014

6.2252566

EXPER

.uo 7 335il

.9Jitltlt889

SAL PUP

-.131151t50E-111

• 27 8 u6 8 82 E-01

AFFIL

-1.5519378

lto51t&O 991t

EXPEND
REASON
CCONSTANT)

o8471l551t1E-DZ

• •

•

•

•

•

'~CUP

HEAN SQUARE
S7.1tlt599
'+5.27&23

F
SIGNIFICANCE
1o2&879
ol&lt

----------

VARIABLES NOT IN THE EQUATION
?AiHIAL

TOLERANCE

PROF

• u3G &0

.&au:.

INVOLVE

.01622

.27312

VARIABLE

--------------------ELASTICITY
SIGNIFICANCE
SALARY

• •

6o359 PERCENT

VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION

B

• •~ •

GRADE 8

FO~

PARE~TS

FROF

f< t. G R E S S I 0 N

o891t35190E•02

-1.9059776

lto&751675

31o71t7378

11l1o13328

----------F
-----------SIGNIFICANCE
o7495&582E-OZ
.93l
o2101t1813E-OZ
.9&5

• 98S lt3393E-ill
• 761

,_,

w

00

Table 21
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
HATH

DEPENDENT VARIABLE ••

VARIABLECS) REMOVED ON STEP
HUL TIPLE R
R SQUARE

STO DEVIATION

• 71olotl0
.55353
6olt21t&&

COEFFICIENT OF VARIABILITY

--------------------VARIABLE

HUL T I P L E

HATH ACHIEVEMENT SCORE
NUH~ER

'-··

~

E S S I 0 N • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •.• • • • • • •

GRADE 8

FO~

PARENTS RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION

AFFIL

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
REGRESSION
RESIDUAL

SUH OF SQUARES
511. 7371o9
lt12.7&251

OF

e.

10.

HEAN SQUARE
&3.9&719
lt1o27&25

F

STO ERROR B

---------------------F

BETA

----------

IQ
HATER.

•o1216Z890E·02
• 29297075
-.14775605

• 23776 629E·il 2
• 6ult51122
e85762G29E·01

INCOME

16.339&54

5. 7056975

EXPER

ololoiJ71o73D

o6591oSJ11t

SAL PUP

-.13592553E•D1

o2&51852&E•tl1

EXPEND

.7348315DE·DZ

• 791t15 304E•D Z

REASON
CCONSTANTl

.z5~

VARIABLE

VAlUABLES NOT IN THE EQUA TIIlN
PAtUIAL

TOLERANCE

.J0972

o6Z167

INVOLVE

-.0&983

.5&23&

AFFIL

-.11306

olt7J.Jil

--------------------SIGNIFICANCE
ELASTICITY
SALARY

SIGNIFICANCE

1.5~973

7e981 PERCENT

VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION

B

R E G

•Z.291t7456

... 3294377

36.048372

95.81Ditil0

o261&77C.7
o62ii
o1326121o5
.723
2. '3(:60706
.116
8.2(;04511
.('17
.2&296902
.619
.2&272&15
.&19
.1156181t(,J
.377
o28C93517
.608
.14156178
.715

-.121o6831
-.0&131
oC815796
olt2313,
-.53il361t5
-.1)8918
.759-J639
.20296
o121t0512
ollltl18
-.13J&&au
-.04928
.J .. zo.Juil
o1il719
-.15<:9155
•oHCJ50

P~OF

----------F
-----------SIGNIFICANCE
o55107105E•03
• 977
o'+410&74JE•II1
.838
.11&53885
.71t1

Table 22
~

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
DEPENDENT VARIABlE ••

HATH

HATH ACHIEVEMENT SCORE

VARIABlECS) REMOVED ON STEP NUMBER
HUL. TIPLE R
R SQUARE
STD DEVIATION

• 71+001
.54761
6o16&16

VAlUABLE

RE G

~

E S S I 0 N • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

GRADE 8

FO~

IQ

OF

SUM OF .iQUARES

7.

~06.2&375

11·

lt18.23625

l'tEAN SQUARE
72.32339
38.32148

F
SIGNIFICANCE
1o9U217
o16~

7 • 660 PERCENT

VA~IA3LES

B

5 ••

ANAlYSIS OF VARIANCE
REGRESSION
RESIDUAL

COEFFICIENT OF VARIABILITY

---------------------

Ul T I P l E

IN THE EQUATION

STO ERROR B

---------------------F

BETA

---------VARIABLE

VAlUABLES NOT IN Tli£ EQUATION
PARTIAL

TOLE~ANCt:

--------------------SIGNIFICANCE
ELASTICITY
SALARY

-.11876503E-CZ

• Z2807651tE•O 2

HATER

-.14563454

• 82134981+ E•1l1

INCOME

16.119804

5.4 .. 5571+3

EXPER

• 37516177

o8C65871Q

SAL PUP

-.13711tu71E-01

o251t'+9506E•01

EXPEND

.75856612£·02

• 75962811£-02

REASON
CCONSTANT>

.27115392
o613
:!.1439267
.104
8.7625829
.013
.21633689
• 651
• 29C 38493
of01
.99720!:.67
• 339

-2.6518764

... 04 72 300

.~<2932956

71!.567691

·13.3741!49

.526
27.841(74
oCuO

-.1219426
-.05987
•o522ol+33
-.08789
.7497563
.21)025
.10':>5917
.uJZ5u
-.131t8o3J
-.li4972
.3121983
• 110 65
-.176"1137
-.02254

----------F

-----------SIGNIFICANCE
IQ

.114'+0

.88<j&l+

P~OF

-.Q2641

.&8827

INVOLVE

-.06697

o5&2J7

AFFIL

-.10267

olt7614

.13261245
.723
.&9782529£-02
.935
.47797692£•01
.631
.111653177
.751

Table 23
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

VARIABLEIS) REMOVED ON STEP
HUL TIPLE R
R SQUARE
STO DEVIATION

.733'37
.53671
5.9E>11t2

COEFFICIENT OF VARIABILITY

--------------------VARIABLE

NUH6E~

& ••

STO ERROR B

KATER

-.1331o8597

.75265736E-D1
5o1G25288

SAL PUP

-.11t86 3924E-D 1

o241t88126E-01

EXPEND

.714881t25E-IlZ

• 7287712&E-02

ICONS TANH

lt2f>.lt&176

F
SIGNIFICANCE
2.335&6
.099

tH.AN SQUARE
6J.aOE>37
35.5381t6

---------------------F

8ETA

---------VARIABLE

VARIABLES NOT IN
PARTIAL

TH~

EQUATION

TOURANCE

.160 43&73
.679
3.14373/oO
o102
9.2£27717

.o 11!

.J66't31l74
.555
.96225233
o31t&

-2 o 829G602

3o6951t717

.~271t366C

73oCZ8Ei13

11.675132

olo82
37.616929
.GuO

-.c 92&Z11l

EXlER

.13888

.79799

-.0'>5'+7
-.lt7901t53

IQ

.061&8

.93049

PROF

-.04169

.6971t2

INVOLVE

-.ol9319

.:;sz&s

AFFIL

-.11712

olt82&5

-.usoss

.72.17385
o1925il
-.1 ltEi1705
-.05369
o294Z2Gio
o10'+2~

-.1665l21

-.uzttos

----------F

-----------SIGNIFICANCE

--------------------E:LASTlClTY
SIGNIFICANCE
o21236357E-02

REASON

ot9~oll3622

7olt05 PERCENT

-. 90 2071t6&E-ilJ

15olt95678

SUH OF SQUARES

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
REGRESSION
RESIDUAL

SALARY

lNCOHE

R E G R E S S I 0 N • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

MEAN TEACHER EXPERlENCE IN YEARS

E.XPf.R

IIARIASLES IN THE. EQUATION

B

U L T I P L E

HATH ACHIEVEMENT SCORE FOR GRADE 8

r1ATH

DEPENDENT VARIA8LEoo

~

o21Ei33889
.&51
o736729Ei1E-01
.791
o19332393E-01
o892
• ':l636D971tE-01
.762
.15297912
.703

Table 24

YA~IABLECSJ

REMOVED ON STEP NUHBER

HUL TIPLE R
R SQUARE
STD DEVIATION

.72923
.53177
s. 770 .. ,.

COEFFICIENT OF VARIABILITY

--------------------VARIABLE

HATER
INCOHE

HATH ACHIEVEMENT

HATH

DEPENDENT VARIABLE••

7 ••

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
REGR~SSION

I<ESIDUAL

SALARY
SUM OF SQUARES
'+91.62577
43.!.87423

IJF

5.
13.

ST'l ERROR B

---------------------F

HEAN SQUARE
98.32S15
33.29802

F
SIGNIFICANCE
2.9;2&8
o051t

BETA

---------VARIABLE

VARIAa LE S N()T IN THE EQUATION
PARTIAL

TOLERANCE

-.1338631t3
14.946455

• 728M9QOE·01
... 7777511

3.3747335
.069
9. 78651t11
.G08
.&8291371
.At23

o 22261320 E-01

EXPEND

• 7639&37&E•02

.69650310E-02

1.2~30936

3o6921t079

.293
.45610065

-2.'+936759

• 511

70.165826

9olt61t2121

54.96'+509

.coo

-.461'11t000
•ol06U78
.6951639
.18567
-.1810715
-.oo&75
.314't197
.11144
-.16bl117
-.C212t.

----------F

-----------SIGNIFICANCE

--------------------ElASTICITY
Sl GN IFICANCE

•o181t12969E:•01

CCONSTANTJ

TEACHE~

7.168 PERCENT

SAL PUP

REASON

GRADE 8

FO~

MEDIAN

SALARY

VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION

B

~CO~E

-.12171

.sil65J

C:XPER

.09999

.6&1!llt

IQ

.061til8

• 9 31J 7

PROF

•oi17SJ8

.76276

INVOLVE

-.03313

• 7 0 610

AFFIL

-.11J51t

olt6286

SALARY

o1601t3673
.679
.12119959
.7Jit
o651t4061t5E•D1
.775
o6657621t9E•01
.798
o131864t12E•D1
• 910
.15671655
.699

Table 25
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

OEPENOlNT VARIABLE ••

•

ST~P

• 71788
• 51535
5. 6S72it

COEFFICIENT OF VARIABILITY

--------------------VARIABLE

•

•

•

HATH

VARIABLECSl REHOVEO ON
MULTIPLE R
R SQUARE
STO DEVIATION

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

HATH ACHIEVlHlNT
NUHBER

a ••

SCO~E

REASON

R E GR l S S I 0 N • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
GRADE 8

FO~

PAR£NTS REASON FOR USING TH! SCHOOL

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
REGRESSION
RESIDUAL

OF
4.

. SUH OF SQUARES
lt7&.43!153

14.

448.~611t7

HI::AN SQUARE
119.109&3
3ZoJ0439

F
SIGNIFICANCE
3.721o7
.029

7.028 PEI<CENT

VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION

B

ULT I P L E

1'1

STO ERROR B

---------------------F

BETA

----------

VARIABLES NOT IN THE EQUATION

VARI\BLE

PARTIAL

TOLERANCE

SALARY

-.07983

o81t318

EXPER

.12430

o87936

IQ

o11837

.97127

PROF

-.12900

o64938

REASON

-·16411

o591t92

o05665

.9!1019

-.151t1U

o51511

--------------------SIGNIFICANCE
ELASTICITY
·HATER
INCOHE

-.13659567
13o671t871

o71329211tE-01

3.&672371

-.lt9i12il52
-.06243

... 3049632

.o 7&

u;.~90382

o6361l~t0S

.007
o71916657
• '+11
.835112&7
.376
67.55it147

.16'3 67
-.1821&53
-.lit>71&
o233J05'+
oi.8256

SAL PUP

-.18524197E-ol1

o21843&22E-01

EXPEND

• 56611t675E-:J 2

• 61952165£-0 2

CCONSTANT l

72.219169

8o7867162

.too

INVOLVE
AFFlL

----------F
-----------SIGNIFICANCE
o83377JJIIE-01
.777
o21iltli0285
o659
o18it74219
.&71t
·21999753
o61t7
o't561Q065
.511
o4185QJQ3E-01
o641
• 316220 66
.563

Table 26
MU l

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

VARIABL£(S) REMOVED ON
HUL TIPLE R
R SQUARE
STO DEVIATION

HATH ACHIEVEMENT

~ATH

DEPENDENT VARIABLE ••

ST~P NUHBE~

• 71i0 3Z
o't901t5
5.6Citll3

COEFFICIENT OF VARIABILITY

9 ••

SALfUF

1 P L E

t

SCO~E FO~

R t. G ~ E S S I 0 N

GRADE 8

TEAC~ER SALA~V

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
REGR~SSION

RESIDUAL

OF
3.
15.

COST PER PUPIL
SUH OF SQUARES
453 ... 2201+
471ou77%

-----------SIGr.IFICANCE.

-.14743993

HC:AN SQUARE
151.14068
31.'+0520

F
SIGNIFICANCE
oD1~
4o812&C

&o 9&2 PERCENT

••·---·-------------- VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION ---------------------BETA
·F
STO ERROR B
B
VARIABLE

HATE~

• • • • • • • • • • • ·• • • • • • • • • • • •

o&9513&14E•01

INCOHE

1'to499453

4.1542733

EXPEND

olt3201t338E-i1Z

• 5933&599E-O z

(CONSTANTt

&8.089925

7.2453883

4.4<;67357
oll51 .
12.1818'+&
.till

.53(.1630!.
.lt78
8!h31&60&
Q

----------

----------

VARIABLES NOT IN THE EQUATION
TOLE~ANCE

VARIABLE

PARTIAL

SALARY

-.14715

.9 .. 881

EX PER

.12196

.87937

IQ

.11588

.97128

PROF

-.09657

.8&345

~E:ASON

-.16118

o5':11t95

.J0&77

.94321

AFFIL

-.16247

oS1&71t

SALPUP

-.22101t

.75024

INVOLVE

F

-----------SIGNIFICANCE

E:LASTICITY
-.5291223
-.08897
.6743932
• 1t1C 12
.177813'+
.u63.i2

-----------

.30983654
.587
o2113961t3
.653
.19053705
.669
.13178275
.722
.47517&20
.502
.6it103272E-03
.980
.37959023
.548
.7191&657
olt11

l
T.ab1e
~

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

YARIABLEISl R!HOVEO ON STiP

NUHBE~

10oo

OPE NO

• 6873 ..

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

• lt7Z .. It

~EGRESSION

SUI1 OF SQUARES
.. 36. 77216
.. 87. 7Z78 ..

F
SIGNIFICANCE
7.16'o19
.oar.

MEAN SOUA~E
218.38608
30 ... 8299

6o859 PERCENT

COEFFICIENT OF VARIASILITY

•••••••••••••••••·--· VARIABLES IN

T~~

EQUATION ••••••••••••••••••••••
F

STO ERolOR

B

uF

a.

RESIDUAL

5. 5Z11'o

VARIABLE

R £ GR E S S 1 0 N • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

U l T I P L f

HATH

DEPENDENT VARIABLEoo

MULTIPLE R
R SQUARE
STD DEVIATION

27

----------

BEU

VARIABLES" NOT IN THE EQUATION
PAIHIAL

TOLERANCE

SALARY

-.17392

,9770..

o46784896
o50'o

EXPER

• J7007

o93753

o74~05H6E•I1

EXPEND

.1& .. 76

.5&9&1

.53016300

I~

o1189 ..

oi7Z.Z

P~OF

-.aa912

o86.,29

.2152 .. 216
.649
o120.8561

R~ASON

-.08031

,73280

--------------------SIGNIFICANCl
UASTlCITY
HATU

•o11 .. 26.,J'o

• 517 22 J96E•D1

.... 10J640
-.06895
.6 .. 31735
o17178

4. 8804978
,Q ltZ

INCOIIE

u,e2a229

Jo9907828

!CONSTANT I

72.222612

..... 368113

12.t06515
.oo3
z& ... 97"7"

.oop

----------F
-----------SIGNIFICANCE

VARIASL~

,reg
... 78

• 7Jft

o97370679E·01
.759
,JJ1881J .. E•01

oO'o699

oHD81

AFFIL

-.0 .. 12 ..

.7~4t95

• 255555 78£•01
.875

SALPUP

-.16288

• au 25 3

... \dH8"t&3

I~VOLVE

.ess

,532

'•LEVEL OR TOLERANCE•LEVEL INSUFFICIENT FOR FURTHER COMPUTATION,

COEFFICIENTS AND CONFIDENCE lNTERYALSo
VARIABLE
HATER
INCOHE
, CONSTANT

STO

B

ERRO~

o5172ZH&E•G1
3,99078U
.... 3&8113

•o11•Z643'o
13,828229
72.222612

........ . ... . ..

••••••

VARIANCE/COVARIANCE HATRIX OF
15.92635
-.0.280
INCOHE

95oJ Pet CONFIOiNCt INTERVAL
-.22391092
5o 3681't7e
62.816992

.u0266
HAT oR

T~E

UNNOR~ALI7EO

FO~

11•SIGol PCT CONFIDENCE

, .,.,b1775•&E•D2
2~.288311

blo628ZJ1

~

1'1ULTIPLl

HATH ACHl<VEH!NT SCORE

DEPENDENT VARIABLEoo

INCOHE
HATER

B

G~AOE

8

•tGRESSION COEFFICIENTS.

S 1 0 N

INTERVA~

...... U8921E·15o •o2285Z867
o568"3'19E•13o 27ob56•;q
•• 5.747J5E-12, 1 ..... 45l2

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Table 28

•••••••• •••• •• • •• • ••• ••
DEPENDENT VARIABLE ••

HATH

H UL T I

HATH ACHIEVEMENT

SCO~t..

p

L E
FO~

S UH HA
STEP
1

2
3

..
5

6

7
8
9
10

VARIABLE
ENTERED
REMOVED
SALA~Y

IQ
HATER
INVOLVE
INCOME
EXPER
PROF
SAL PUP
AFFIL
E.XPENO
REASON
INVOLVE
PROF
AFFIL
IO
E. XPER
SALARY
REASON
SAL PUP
EXPEND

F TO
SIGI\IFICANCE
ENTER OR REMOVE

o10651
.U3ol2
1ob6(!78
ouOOJC
5.2137a
.1&568
.o 0 lt7 2
.a 692 6
• a'+ ~to 8
.& 92q7
o01t121t
.ooooo
oil075(j
o11E:54
.13261
.21 E:31t
.18044
olt561D
• 71917
.53t16

• 751t
.71t7
.236
.999
.o5&
• b96
.91t7
• 771t
.61t0
o'+JJ
.6'+5
.999
.933
o71t1
.723
• 651
.679
.511
olt11
.476

~

R E: G R E s s I 0 N

• • • • •• • • • •

.. .

...

•• • •• • • • •

GP.AOE 8
y

T A a L E

HUL TIPLE K

R SQUARE

R SQUAr<E

CHANGE
• 0 ZZ12
o·l2511t

.z7n&

.2!12&8
.70it36
• 71321t
.71321t
.71776
o715.S7
o11t&3b
o71ttll"u
o71t61U
o11t16Z
.7 .. 4Cu
• 71tliU 1
.73397
.72923
.71768
.70H2
ob8734

oO.i01t9
.o~o&J

o0779S
.07991
olt9612
.SJ8n
.50872
.51517
o516C6
• 5::.7L5
.55965
.;::.9&5
.5:>921t
.55353
• 51t761
• 5 36 71
.53177
• 51535
... %1t5
olt721tlt

.001ilt9
oOOG11+
.07735
oGii193
olt1621
• G12 &a
oi.OuOil
oOObltb
.00088
.0'+100
.GG2S9
-.aD GOO
-.00~41

-.00571
-.aOS92
-.G089J
-.i10691t
-.r.1blt3
-.02493
-.u1so1

SIMPLE R

OVeRALL F

-.a2212
-.1111&5
-. 276&9
.a721t2
.55814
-.11818
o11t)61t
-.J681t2
-. 01526
-.18196
-.OJ812
.u72'+2
• 1456'+
-.01526
-. 01165
-.11816
-.02212
-.00812
-.36842
-.111198

• 8.1876

.&39

1.01673
1.2&879
lo 5,.973
1o91i217
2.33568

.sou

2.~5266

3. 72167
... 81260
7o161t19

SIGNIFICANCE

.3&'+
.Z51t
o16'+
.o 99
o:J51t
.029'
.015
.oo&
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TABLE 29.--Financial and Instructional Variables of Study
Listed in Terms of Raw Data for Reading and Mathematics

Mean

Standard
Deviation

Range

4057.895

735.841

2900.000

6.974

2.017

8.000

1174.211

294.954

1100.000

I.Q.

116.263

1. 996

10.000

Sal pup

291.842

70.476

235.000

48.579

25.719

94.000

Variable
Salary
Experience
Expenditure

Materials
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